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editor s note:

Dear Readers,
For many grueling months, the staff and I have prioritized, advertized,
organized, reprioritized, edited, e-mailed, revised and eventually anthologized the
delectable array of literary talent on the USC Upstate campus. In one page, this
page, my job is threefold: adequately give credence to the staff’s labor, introduce
the common threads of the literature within, and incite your interest in the coming
pages. Instead of profundity, however, I’ve given you metacommunication. A
lavishly written preface would not do justice to what you are about to experience.
Instead of painstakingly mixing pinches of various constituents, striving for
what I find a delicious depth of thought, I refrain. I want to tear away the attempt
at philosophical summary. I want to clean the slate of preparation. I want to strive
not for profundity here and rather let the real consumption of talent begin—the
raw ingredients of this anthology.
For me, the recurring underlying theme in this book is bare boned reality,
commentary on oppression, novelty, and uninhibited emotion. A skillfully penned
overture just doesn’t feel necessary. What you will find within these pages does
not need to be covered or vented. What you will find is all-natural, sometimes
brutal, often prodigious, literary talent.
Now go forth. Savor each character and line. Find delight and insight
wherever you read. This journal is the merely the medium, my editor’s note
merely the preview. The true treasures await your creative palate.

						Editor-in-Chief,
						Cody H. Owens
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i am made of
Maggie Guinn
i am made of too
many flaws and mistakes to
count. i am made of
dark hair and lying
eyes. i am made of rude, smart
remarks and big smiles.
i am made of a
cold, hard hospital table
and of sharp, prying
hands. i am made of
dark corners and eleven
year old pleas. i am
made of long talks and
“more than a friend” kisses. i
am made of blue-gray
saturns and blonde-haired
bandits. i am made of blue
eyed girls with way too
many questions. i
am made of tear filled eyes and
outstretched arms. i am
made of too many
excruciating goodbyes.
i am made of long
talks about nothing
and everything. i am made
of bathroom tile and worried,
motherly looks. i
am made of six a.m. runs
and doctors scales. i

am made of chipped nail
polish and mismatched clothes. i
am made of too much
pain and more laughter
than anyone deserves. i
am made of broken
promises and soft
hands. i am made up of the
pieces you left me with
and of wishes that
never seem to come true. i
am made up of “let’s just
end this before it
ever really begins” and
“you’re not at all who
i want or need”. i
am made up of excuses
and dirty words. i
am made up of guilt
filled apologies and fake
compliments. i am
made up of too much
time spent doing things i know
i shouldn’t. i am
made up of shaky
hands and faulty diction. i
am made up of all
of the above and
more. disappointing, i know.
(what did you expect?)
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crowley , s second theory
Robert Garrett Gibson
Professor and botanist Daniel Crowley was a man more of theory than of
practice; and he had several, each as implausible as the next. One in particular
had attached itself parasitically to his mind during the period in which we were
both professors at the University of Oxford. In general, the idea of said theory
specified that, while plants and fungi are similar in many physically obvious ways,
such as their trait of growing out of the earth and possessing flexible cell walls,
the citizens of the latter kingdom are actually more biologically akin to humans
than to their floral cousins. It wasn’t much of a surprise the stir this caused
among the scholars and the religious leaders, and for once both groups seemed
to be of a single opinion: Professor Crowley’s scientific cogitations had finally
made their foreshadowed leap to blasphemous absurdity.
The scholars at the clubs and coffeehouses found the entire notion an object
worthy of riotous jesting and laughter, and from these comic discussions I will
not attempt to extricate myself. Professor Crowley had been one of my closest
associates since we were students, despite our differing fields of concentration;
but when the others laughed, I laughed with them, and, I admit, perhaps fairly
harder than a few of them. Now, as I cast my memory like a net into the sea of
the past, I catch hold of the unavoidable fault of my ignorance. I see myself as
if from a seat in the theatre, and call out to the shell of yesterday, but my words
dissipate en route to the proscenium.
Professor Crowley departed as a passenger on a new airship that October,
putting his classes in the care of an adjunct. On the subject of his destination he
remained vague; the most detailed explanation received by any of those who
spoke with him was that he intended to perform an extensive amount of fieldwork
over the next few months. When I spoke with the wealthy benefactors and heads
of the University about the departure of their eccentric science professor, I was
somewhat concerned to know that they were as oblivious to the purpose of the
situation as I was. What’s more, I was told, no grant money had been bestowed
upon my friend by any enlightened patron, and therefore vanished my last hope
of finding a credible source of information.
The months in Crowley’s absence were uneventful ones that would be
meaningless to relate. Suffice it to say that my friend’s absence continued to
annoy me further as time went on. On the surface it would appear that I missed
his presence, and perhaps this is true; but I believe that my primary source of
vexation stemmed from my psychological reaction to the unusual nature of a
situation in which I could not observe my friend in his lack of progress. As it was,

my own career had failed to satisfy me, or perhaps I had failed to satisfy the
potential of my career. Either way Crowley had become less close than a friend
should be to me by this time, rather like a fool in the court of a king.
It was not until the following June that my servants, always keeping their ears
out on the news-filled streets, informed me that Daniel Crowley had returned to
the city. This revelation shook me brusquely out of my currently stagnant state
of living, and I immediately dressed in my finest before hailing the hansom that
would ferry me to Crowley’s residence.
One of the portions of my friend’s personality that clashed most radically with
my own was his utter lack of taste in the art of fine living. From our youth I had
attributed this blemish in his nature to the fact that most of his actual existence
seemed to occur in his own head. This, I reasoned, was why he made his home
in the absolute most awful series of neighborhoods in England. The whole strip
of buildings stunk of people too poor to be unable to live in their own waste yet
too haughty to favor the rest of us with any legitimate contribution to society. I
practically felt I needed a mask when I disembarked from the carriage, not merely
to protect my nostrils from the offensive stench, but for the preservation of my
reputation.
I knocked on Crowley’s door around lunchtime, entertaining the thought of
asking him to accompany me to a restaurant proper to most gentlemen of our
academic standing. I heard a number of cautious footsteps and then a series of
locks clicking behind the door before it opened ever so slightly and my friend’s
eye appeared through the crack. I shifted my position the better to present myself
to his view, and the door opened fully to reveal the face of my colleague Daniel
Crowley. Something about the fellow, he had always been a fairly adequatelooking gentleman. Ignoring the made-up, peacocking look most of us wore in
those days, Daniel Crowley cared little more for his appearance than he did his
dwelling place. This is not to say he neglected to groom himself— he was always
dressed well, with conservatively parted hair— but there was no real fashion to
his presentation. I believe perhaps it was the unaided hand of nature upon him
that made his countenance if not handsome, at least close enough in its rustic
charm, along with the crinkly-eyed smile he wore at every occasion.
Now, however, Crowley was scarcely recognizable. He’d let his beard grow
long and scraggly like an unsightly weed, and his once full dark hair looked as
though it belonged in a tree with a bird resting in it. The hollows of his face told
me he hadn’t seen a good meal since his return. I would have scrutinized the rest
of his features in search of an eventual answer to the questions presented by
these notes on his aspect, but such was impossible due to the long black
robe that blossomed at his neck and fell on the floor around his feet,
and the leather (if it was not imitation) gloves upon his hands.
9
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As always, the corners of his mouth stretched upward when he looked at me
showing a hint of yellow teeth.
“How are you, my old friend?” he asked me, extending a gloved hand.
“As well as I would hope,” I replied, taking his hand. It felt alien to me, as
though it was covering something swollen and lumpy, quite unlike a hand at all. I
decided it was a figment of artistic imagination and quickly put it out of my mind.
Common courtesy bade me ask how he was in return, though what I could see of
his face and hair told me that I might not wish to know.
“Do come in,” he said, holding open the door.
The first thing I noticed when I walked in was that the apartment was
unbearably humid, even for summer, and I felt the sweat jump to the back of my
neck. Not much else was different from what I had seen in the past, though. His
room was filled with the usual objects; test tubes, beakers, and the like. He had
an open glass tank next to the window that contained several plants; brought
back, I imagined, from wherever he had been. There was also another tank
adjacent to that one, but it was covered completely with metallic foil.
“Experiment,” he told me, apparently having watched as my eyes absorbed it.
“Well,” I replied, as I sat on the couch and fanned myself with my hand, “that
narrows it down, doesn’t it?”
He chuckled but did not elaborate, and went to pour us drinks.
“Is the room always this hot,” I asked when he returned, “Or have you worked
an experiment on it as well?”
“I have to keep the environment hot and wet,” he handed me my wine,
“Otherwise, that experiment may fail.” He indicated the covered glass case.
As much as I wanted to indicate that the “experiment” he spoke of was inside
of a glass case and therefore incapable of receiving any benefit from the rest of
the air in the room, my self-conscious nature demanded against it, fully aware
as I was of my inexperience in science. Instead I asked the question that had
gnawed at me for months, “Where have you been?”
“Far away, to the lowest corners of the Dark Continent,” he told me as I took
a whiff of my wine, “Studying new species, seeing exactly what kinds of things I
can cultivate.”

For some reason, the way he said “things” instead of “plants” bothered me. I
took a sip of my drink.
“Exquisite wine,” I told him, smacking my lips, “Any other interesting things
you’d care to relate?”
“Actually, that’s about it,” he said. “Well, not quite. Do you remember my
thoughts we discussed about the relationship between fungi and humans?”
“I wish I could say I have forgotten it, but that’s quite impossible seeing as
they’re still making jokes about it eight months later.”
He laughed again, as I expected. “Well, I might have something more
ludicrous to put toward you then.”
“Oh yes?” I prepared my mental quill to take humorous notes for the
amusement of the gentlemen at the club.
“Yes,” he replied, adopting the same thoughtful look that he employed in his
lectures. “Of course, I’ve done my share of breeding plants. The creation of new
species is not unknown to me, but any work of relevance has eluded me until
now. I believe, however, I am the first who can say I have actually succeeded in
cultivating and creating an entirely new species of fungi.”
He made a steeple with his hands and rested his chin on it. “Fungi, in a way,
are the living dead, and this is another difference I have observed in them from
plants; while plants create their own food, the fungus is a scavenger, taking the
scraps the rest of the world leaves for it. They hide in the shadows, and by this
method they are able to achieve a kind of immortality. I have discovered species
that appear to have lain dormant for more than a thousand years.”
I leaned forward, intrigued, despite myself.
“It all depends on the host, and the environment,” he went on, lost in his
thoughts. “In the perfect environment, on the perfect host, a fungus could live
forever. And that’s where my previous theory comes in. If fungi are as similar to
humans as I believe – and I now have even more evidence for it – why could a
human and fungus not become one? That is to say, why could the two not enjoy
a mutually beneficial symbiosis, combined to the point of being inseparable?
The human playing host to the fungus within him, and the fungus rendering
useless the organs that make him mortal, imbuing him with its own essential
qualities? It would, obviously, take a species willing to cooperate with the
host; a species that thinks for itself, that is so human that the line
11
between the two becomes not only blurred, as is the common
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problem with fungal infection, but entirely nonexistent.”
This theory robbed me of words, which is quite a feat. Instead my mouth
dropped as I considered the benefits and hazards of such a situation were the
theory to be proved law. And yet the entire thing was ridiculous, I reminded
myself, because fungus were plants, and the fact that Crowley had come up with
reasons to the contrary meant nothing.
“I understand if you are skeptical,” he told me, gazing into my eyes with his
watery ones. “But trust me, I will be able to prove this theory. The experiment,
though it has not worked quite in the way I have hoped, has nonetheless begun
to succeed.”
I remember nothing of the rest of the conversation, and have only a vague
idea of how I managed to leave that place. I had lost my former appetite for
lunch, and did not feel as though I had gained any topic of interest to present as
gossip that night.
For days I heard nothing of Crowley, until a man I recognized as a doctor
showed up on my doorstep and informed me that my friend was asking for me
from a bed in the hospital. When I asked for details of his condition, the doctor
would give me no specifics, telling me he could give no explanation for the horror
I could witness with my own eyes. The trickle of fear this statement produced in
me ran down my insides like iced ale. My interest piqued, I consented to leave
with the man. We arrived at the hospital no less than twenty minutes later, and
upon entering the room of the patient in question I felt my senses heave.
In the hospital bed lay Professor Daniel Crowley, completely unclothed.
Looking back, I am unknowing as to how I recognized him as my colleague. I
am not even aware of how I recognized him as a human being, for every inch
of his body, from the top of his head to his toes, was swollen and covered in
purple suppurating pustules. From these openings on his body a thick substance
had seeped into the bed, turning it a dark vomit yellow. His eyes had enlarged
to the point that they could not shut and were more bloodshot than I had ever
seen anyone’s; even the color of the irises was indistinguishable beneath the
inflamed sea of red. He had no more hair on his head, unless it was there
and the flesh had merely engulfed it in the process of swelling. The smell was
simply unbearable. It was the stench of a decomposing piece of meat during
the stage that it is filled with maggots and bacteria and God know what else,
that sickeningly sweet smell of rotting flesh. I covered my nose against it, but
somehow I felt I could still taste it in the back of my mouth. It was a mercy that
the thing that was once Daniel Crowley was unmoving; if it had even lifted a
finger, I think I might have gone mad with fear, for anything that looks like that
should not be allowed to bear the misfortune of being alive. And yet, it was alive.
I could hear its rasping breath, the gurgling sound in its throat, then the hacking

cough as out of a hole on its face there flew several chunks of bloody purple
meat that looked to my ignorant eye like infected bits of rare stake.
“We aren’t sure what has happened to him,” said the doctor, who I’d forgotten
was there until now. “He asked to be admitted yesterday, and came up to the
door wearing a long black shroud complete with a mask and hood. Naturally, we
had no idea who it was. His voice was scarcely recognizable, and even beneath
his expansive outfit it was evident that the body did not bear the normal shape of
a human. I am ashamed to say that we tried to keep him out, but he forced his
way into this room before ripping off his mask and, well, you see what is before
you.”
He trembled slightly, and shook his head. “It isn’t a viral infection, or bacterial,
it’s something unknown to us as of now. Whatever is in there, his body doesn’t
seem to want it gone. It’s like the body thinks the infection is part of it. We have
resigned ourselves to letting him die now; we have exhausted all other options.”
“Is he... is he going to die for certain?” I asked, remembering the word
“immortality”, so horrible in its current context.
“He has been coughing up pieces of his own internal organs for the last few
hours,” replied the doctor, speaking as though to a child. “So, yes, I can assure
you that he will die.”
I have no idea what made me do what I did then and, God help me, I would
do anything to take it back. Did I, in that moment, discover some hidden affection
for the man I once knew, who was now suffering a fate far worse than any death
I could imagine? Is that why I did not run out of that room and back into the safe
haven of stagnancy that my home now seemed in comparison to my current
state of affairs, and instead felt the need to look into Crowley’s inflamed eyes
one last time? Whatever the reason, the fact remains that I walked around the
table to his face, and peered down into those two bloody holes, when I noticed
it. In the crevices between the giant sores on the thing’s face, something was
growing, and, Oh God, how could it be? I fearfully cast my gaze down the rest
of the horrible body, and sure enough, there it was; half of what I’d perceived
as swelling looked nothing like the swelling of skin at all, but resembled more
accurately a soft, fleshy substance composed of hundreds of tiny mushrooms.
I fainted.
It was days before I could speak remotely coherently again. I doubt that
I told the doctors anything about Crowley’s second theory that he had
related to me during our last meeting. If so, they probably attributed
13
it to the trauma of the gruesome scene I had witnessed. I
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was allowed to go home after two weeks, and the first thing that I did was visit
Crowley’s house, finding the door unlocked. Somehow, everything was as I had
left it, but only one thing in the room interested me. I grabbed a knife from the
kitchen and hastily cut off every bit of metallic foil covering that tank until I could
see what was inside, though I already had quite a vivid idea of what I would
find. Growing from the soil on the bottom of the tank was a single mushroom,
small and purple, covered in weeping pustules. At the top of the cap grew what I
thought then to be a malformation that resembled in every aspect a human brain.
Next, my feet carried me to the graveyard. Daniel Crowley had no gravestone,
nor, so they told me, did he have a coffin. They had simply thrown him in a
hole at the back of the cemetery and honestly, I could not find any reason to
blame them. By the time he had died there was nothing left worth the trouble
of preserving. Yet, while they had neglected Crowley a gravestone, he most
certainly had a marker, even if no one could read it but me. All around the spot
where he was buried were hundreds of the same mushroom I had seen in
Crowley’s apartment, tiny brains atop every one of them, most likely the fruiting
bodies of the seed planted unprotected in the ground. I was so distracted by the
mushrooms and their confirmation of the horror I’d seen that I almost did not
notice that the ground between them had been disturbed.
I told no one about the desecration of the grave, rather I felt sorry for the
poor gravedigger who had expected to uncover rings and coins and had instead
uncovered a creature from his most horrendous nightmares. I wondered how
he had had the presence of mind, after witnessing the spectacle, to take the
time and trouble in reburying it. These thoughts and more plagued my troubled
mind as I lay in bed that night, trying in vain to distract myself from reality with
one book after another. I was, for a reason I could not comprehend, frightened.
Perhaps this would seem understandable if I was purely still shaken by the past,
but instead, I felt an ominous foreboding.
It was past midnight when I was awoken by the knock at the door. I waited
for my servants to answer it, but when it continued, I sleepily roused myself
and threw on the least amount of clothes possible to make myself decent to my
inconvenient visitor. I questioned the wisdom of answering the door, pondering
who could be calling at such a late hour, and deduced that it must be one of my
regular “paid subordinates”; the kind waged by outstanding gentlemen for their
beauty and accessibility. Looking forward to losing myself in the pleasure of soft
flesh and heady perfume, I pulled open the door and felt my heart stop in my
chest as my eyes fell on the long black robe and the pair of gloved hands as
they drew back the hood to reveal the physical manifestation of revulsion that lay
beneath.
“And so the theory is law,” gurgled a once familiar voice.

pastor star wars
Dylan Hoop
A malevolent morning sun roused me from unconsciousness. “Shiiiit,” I
groaned, still groggy and stricken with confusion. A pool of my own sweat had
formed and an outline of my body on the sunken air mattress. Desperately, I
grasped for that confounded zipper that always managed to snag while opening.
Sounds of the already awakened members of our group cackling with laughter at
my struggles began to reach my ears.
“The sun’s been baking me at 350 degrees in there the whole damn morning,”
I gasped while charging out of my tent, shirtless and ragged. Realizing the
humor in my entrance, I joined in the laughter at my expense and began to
rummage through camp in search of my cigarettes. I found them hiding inside
one of the cup holders of our many lawn chairs, “Typical... Those sneaky little
cancer-sticks are always escaping me.” I interrupted my own thought with a
question, “Wait... what time is it?” I asked the group.
“Quarter ‘til nine,” said everyone, almost in unison.
I squawked in disbelief, “What... It feels like noon!” The sun has no mercy
for a late sleeper on an early July morning. As I finished my thought, I pulled a
cigarette from the box to indulge in a morning smoke; a habitual routine for our
bunch.
“Three left? Are you kidding me!” I proclaimed, bewildered. “Looks like I’ve got
to make another trip into town.”
“Yeah, me too,” agreed Samm, “We’ll make a trip into Bushnell later on.”
Keely, Pat, and Booty were next to emerge from their oven-like tents; they too
joined in on the morning ritual. Flick, flick, flick, went the familiar, gritty snap of
the lighters.
“So, what’s on the agenda today? Anyone good playing?” I asked, slowly
releasing a drag from my lungs.
“Flatfoot doesn’t play until midnight and For Today dropped the fest this year,
so we’re kind of trying to figure that out ourselves,” said Gorilla, looking over the
days’ set-list.
We all continued toking on our first-of-the day smokes and chirping the usual
banter that occurs whenever we gather around that fire-pit. Everyone looked
about the same; haggard and pale from dehydration and lack of sleep. All this
aside, we were content because we were enjoying our favorite week of the year
in our favorite place, the Cornerstone Music Festival.
We all finished our Camels, tossing the butts into the still smoldering fire
pit when I realized that I should fuel up with some breakfast. Still entirely too
hot to even consider eating, I peered into the cooler for a drink. The ice
had melted and the bottles of water were lukewarm. Beverage
15
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twisted off the cap and gulped down some much needed hydration. I began to
muster up the energy to walk from our campsite to the middle of the festival.
“We need ice for the coolers and I want to see what’s happening up on the
strip,” I said for everyone to hear.
“I’ll head up there with you, man,” Biscuit replied. Nodding my head, I gulped
down my last sip of water and we began our trek. As we approached a familiar
fork in the road, we instinctively opted to venture left and take the shorter route.
Almost instantly after choosing this path, Biscuit and I saw in the distance, a
familiar and unwelcome face.
“Damn, dude... it’s Pastor Star Wars,” I whispered.
“Let’s take the other way...” suggested Biscuit.
“I’m really not trying to walk all the way around... Besides, he’s probably too
blazed to even recognize us, dude.” As it so happens, I was wrong. Pastor Star
Wars was actually just high enough to recognize us.
Now, this Pastor Star Wars character stood about five-foot ten with long red
hair, usually held up in a beanie hat that had been very seasoned. He sported
a matching beard with a scraggly, yet surprisingly neat trim. Gangly limbs and
a pale complexion gave him a ghostly aura. I had met him precisely two years
prior, at the festival, and firmly believe that he wore the same clothes every
year. His bohemian-like appearance was accompanied by a personality equally
as intriguing. He was very involved in political and biblical conspiracy theories
and he thought himself to be a prophet. The reason our camp had nicknamed
this man “Pastor Star Wars” is that he would not reveal his true name and each
time he overstayed his welcome at our encampment, he was certain to attempt a
spacey sermon about his theories and God-given ability to prophecy.
“Hey, guys. Good to see you again this year... is the rest of your group down
at the site?” said Pastor Star Wars as he approached us.
“Not sure, man,” we replied, looking everywhere except his eyes.
“Okay, I’m going to head down there and check it out. I’ll catch you dudes on
the flip side,” he declared as he continued his awkwardly slow strides.
“Can’t wait to see what he comes up with this year,” Biscuit speculated. I
shook my head in agreement as we continued on our way.
After we had finished buying four bags of sinfully over-priced frozen water,
we headed directly back to the camp. Upon our arrival, we could see that Pastor
Star Wars had indeed made himself at home and was speaking with several of
our members. The rest of our campers had either ventured off to catch a show
or were very focused on their books, a rather ingenious method of ignoring the
conversation. As most discussions with this man had gone before, we entered
into a very detailed debate about marijuana and other hallucinogens and
psychedelic drugs (of which Pastor Star Wars was apparently an expert). We
dreaded any silence or shift in the topic of discussion for fear of what we may
have to debate next.
“Let me ask you this...” began Pastor Star Wars. We all wondered what was
headed our way. Time travel? Another prophecy? As he finished his proposal,

he directed a gaze into my eyes. You know, that moment that you lock eyes
with a professor after they’ve asked the class a question, but you don’t have
the slightest inkling as to what the answer may be. I fumbled for my cigarettes.
Something to divert my attention to in an awkward situation.
“Do you know how many foreclosed houses there are in this country?” he
asked me. I took the question as rhetorical, showing no interest in answering.
“How about this.... Are you familiar with the Mark of the Beast from the book of
Revelations?” he again questioned as he swiveled his gaze from me to the entire
group. No one spoke, everyone slightly nodded their heads to show approval, but
we had no clue how the two could possibly relate.
Now, having fallen for his deranged trap yet again, we were slightly intrigued.
“Well, then you obviously know that the Christian people are not to partake
when this mark appears in our world. What if I told you... and I cannot tell you
how... that I have access to every foreclosed house in America!” he exclaimed.
“Every foreclosed house in the country has the same keys cut according to their
regions. I work with a man, who is willing to put his ass on the line to give me
these keys in order to create a nation-wide underground tunnel... connecting
many of these foreclosures and providing an escape route for the ones who will
resist the mark,” he explained. We erupted into a fit of laughter at these remarks,
but Pastor Star Wars remained motionless with a smirk on his face.
“This is no joke,” he announced.
“How... in any way possible could that be true,” snickered Ben, Amanda, and
Sarah in agreement.
“I work at a bank. This is a large-scale bank with many important people.
My colleague deals specifically with foreclosures. I can not reveal any further
information or I risk putting all of us in danger,” he replied.
“Uhhhh, danger?” I inquired. I knew we were all thinking it.
“Yes. Because of my advanced knowledge and special gifts of prophecy,
certain organizations have taken it upon themselves to prevent me from
distributing what I know to the masses,” He proclaimed. I began to fidget with my
lighter.
“Dammit... Down to my Lucky1...,” I thought to myself as I elevated my hand to
light my very last cigarette.
“Hey man... could I bum one of those from you?” requested Pastor Star Wars.
Had he waited one more second to ask, two more inches, and I would have given
him the age-old excuse, “Nah, sorry man, this is my last one.” As I pondered
these annoyances, something inside me stirred.
I willingly replied, “Sure, have this one.”

1 Some superstitious smokers will flip a cigarette upside down and replace
it upon opening the package. This cigarette is referred to as a “lucky”
and is not smoked until it is the very last one in the pack.
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“Ah, shoot that’s your Lucky isn’t it? I can’t take that one from ya,” he replied.
“Yeah, you can. Something tells me you need this one more than me, brother,”
I said, with a grin. Once again, there was burst of laughter throughout the circle.
Even Pastor Star Wars gave a chuckle as I politely provided the flame for his
smoke.

parable of the sower
Trina Higgins
A serpent sneaks into my garden
Plans to shade
Beneath my leaves
Explored and plowed
And tilled the earth
And buried deep the seed.
Once the bulbs peek up their heads
No man returns to glean.
My dirt is much too muck with blood,
Their farmer’s garb too clean.
No one dares to pull my weeds
My thorns they cannot hack
My roots too deep
My barbs, they prick
My fruits too withered.
Black.
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untitled
Ashley Hankins
I watched as a bead of water dripped down the side of her glass. It sat there
untouched, as it had for hours. I talked to her as if she wasn’t a shell of a human,
as if she could hear me, as if she knew my name. But she was not there, she
was a sack of organs, a skeleton with a thin casing, a body without a soul. I find
myself here yet again, wondering why I am not crying, and yet asking the God
that I don’t believe why he keeps doing these impossible things. It’s not so easy
being a 19 year old orphan.
I woke up that day, just like every other day. I woke up to the sound of my own
neurotic thoughts. The smell of death and the sound of silence. I can still smell
the stench of old diapers and urine floating around the house, like a curse that
can never be lifted, though many bottles of Clorox had been put to good use. I
turn over to see what time it is, half past 9. Time to wake up my brother, and time
for us to travel to the Hospice house to watch our mother die a little more. Every
day is one day closer to the day it all ends, and yet in some ways, the day that I
am freed.
I will always remember my mother, even now after she is gone. Although the
scars have long faded and the Marilyn Manson t-shirt burned quietly as a result
of her religious fanaticism, I will never forget her emotional hell. In many ways,
she was my salvation. She was my idol, and I could never fight the extreme
loyalty I felt for her. Once we smoked a joint and drove around listening to
“Because I Got High” by Afroman, then the next week she took me to a preacher

to have my demons exorcised. Her soul was a canopy of deception and anxiety,
and when she wasn’t full of Xanax, her second favorite hobby was crushing my
self-esteem and living vicariously through me. And yet cancer? Even someone so
fucked up doesn’t deserve a death sentence, or do they?
On the day she died, I read Shakespeare in the waiting room and tried to act
like I didn’t care. Typical Ashley reaction. I left early to go wash my hair because
obviously I was cooler than everyone else that was there. I’m too cool for these
feelings and I don’t need this time, I don’t need to grieve because grieving is
for pussies. I’m sophisticated and mysterious and much more educated than
all of uneducated, backwood, hicks from Pelzer who have never even seen the
bathroom of a community college, much less made the Dean’s List like me,
so obviously I am above all of you, above death, above a dying mother, and
certainly above any sort of feeling. So I ran. I ran from the situation, and I ran
from my feelings. And I was held up by construction work the moment my mother
took her last breath.
When I arrived I knew that it was over, and yet I still managed to feel some
sort of liberation. But what is a good hero without the villain? Now who do I blame
for all of my problems? Who is the bad guy in my story now? There is no big bad
wolf any more and it’s time to face the truth that maybe, for nineteen years now,
I’ve been hiding. I think I’m a psychopath.
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spring
Robert Garrett Gibson

The moon’s with passion shining
On this sweet and starry night,
Love-struck daffodils are pining
For a kiss of silver light;
And all my love is here laid bare,
Heard only by the springtime air.
The wind’s no longer blowing,
And the sky is clear above.
My soul’s alone unquiet, knowing
The torment of unanswered love;
For though within you beats my heart,
Who knows its presence but my art?

roses
Robert Garrett Gibson
What are my lips without your kiss
But wilted and deprived of bliss
Like roses, birthed by summer’s light
But left for dead come autumn’s night?
My faithful heart will ever rest
Happily within your breast;
Yet while my love is left to crave,
My spirit lies within the grave.

black and white
a play in, more or less, 10 minutes
Chandler Crawford
Characters
Rory: A man in his mid 20’s.
Andre: A man in his mid 30’s.
Actor’s Note: The // symbol represents a point in the line when the next character
can start his line. The > represents a continuation on to that character’s next line.

(Lights fade up. The scene slowly fades in. It should feel like an eternity has
passed before the set and the characters come into full focus. The scene takes
place in a filthy kitchen. There are greasy pots and pans strewn over the upstage
counter tops. Crusty dishes and rusty forks inhabit the sink that is overflowing
with moldy, stagnant water. Along the joining adjacent stage right counter top
are a few broken appliances; a microwave, coffee pot, toaster, blender etc.
The coffee pot is full of coffee that is so old and thick that it has turned to tar.
The cabinets in the kitchen are falling apart and are filled with various pieces
of junk and stale grocery items. The kitchen floor is a faded green and yellow
checker pattern that has also suffered the same neglected fate as the rest of the
kitchen as it is spotted with trash and filth. The one shining gem in the room is
the window above the sink. The pane is crystal clear and the matching yellow
curtains are drawn to reveal the sun while in perfect, pristine condition. Sitting
just outside the window is a small purple flower; flourishing. To the right of the
window (stage left) and the sink is a door that you would typically see leading to
someone’s back yard, i.e. with a small grilled window pane. The door, unlike the
window, is in shambles just like the rest of the kitchen. There should be no door
knob on the door. In the center of the room is a table. In the center of the table
is a chess set. On the opposite sides of the table sit two men. The man on stage
right is wearing a worn down suit from what looks like 1910 (almost homeless).
He is unshaven and his hair hasn’t been washed in some time. This is ANDRE.
A small bowl of peanuts sits in front of ANDRE and from time to time he will pop
them into his mouth. The man sitting opposite of him is wearing a dirty white
t-shirt and a faded pinstripe coat. He is boxer shorts and a pair of tube socks.
This man is also unshaven with the same type of unkept hair. This is RORY.
Both characters are playing chess and have been for quite a while. Each
have in front of them chess pieces of the other player. RORY has
23
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and the white queen. A single light bulb dangles over them that occasionally
flickers on and off.)
Silence.
Both characters stare at each other. RORY moves his hand towards board and
places his finger one of his rooks. The instant he touches the piece ANDRE
taunts him.
ANDRE. Ah. (RORY removes his finger slowly. Silence. RORY touches a pawn.)
Ah-ah. (RORY moves his hand again to another pawn.) Ah-ah-ah. (RORY
retreats. He does not move again. Silence.) Well?
RORY. Well...
ANDRE. I’m waiting.
RORY. IANDRE. YouRORY. IANDRE. Yes?
RORY. It’s-ANDRE. What?
RORY. You won’t let me move.
ANDRE. Ah...I see.
Silence. RORY makes a move for another piece. ANDRE taunts him again.
ANDRE. Ah-ah-- (RORY immediately removes his hand again.)
RORY. AndreANDRE Yes?
RORY. I can’t move if you keep doing that.
ANDRE. Ah...I see.
RORY. Alright.
ANDRE. Alright.
RORY. Alright. (He makes for another move. Back to the original pawn. ANDRE
taunts him again as soon as his finger hits the pawn. He makes hissing sound
by sucking in through his teeth.)
ANDRE. Sssssss.--- (RORY immediately recoils.)
RORY. Will you stop that?
ANDRE. Stop what?
RORY. That thing you’re doing!
ANDRE. What?
RORY. I can’t move if you keep doing that.
ANDRE. I’m going to keep doing that until you move.
RORY. It’s throwing me off.
ANDRE. What is?

RORY. That...thing you keep doing. Ah-ah-ah...ah-ah-ah-ANDRE. Ah-ah-ah-RORY. Yes that’s it!
ANDRE. What about it?
RORY. I can’t make my move when you do it. It’s-ANDRE. Throwing you off?
RORY. Yes...
ANDRE. Ah...I see.
Pause.
RORY. So are you going to let me move?
ANDRE. I beg your pardon?
RORY. Are you going to let me move my pawn.
ANDRE. Well you could...but you just told me what you were moving.
RORY. Yeah because//I want to move that piece-ANDRE. Why would you do that?
RORY. What?
ANDRE. What.
RORY. What did you say, or-or-or ask me?
ANDRE. Why would you do that?
RORY. Do what?
ANDRE. Tell me what piece you were moving. Your pawn.
RORY. Because I want to move it and um...
ANDRE. And “um” what?
RORY. Well--you wouldn’t let me because um...you kept doing that thing.
ANDRE. Ah...I see. So you felt the need to tell me that?
RORY. Yeah.
ANDRE. But now I know what you’re going to do.
RORY. I guess but-ANDRE. And that to me seems to defeat the purpose of the game.
RORY. Yeah but-ANDRE. Do you understand the purpose of this game Mister, uhhhh--(Motions to
RORY for help.)
RORY. Rory.
ANDRE. Rory. Yes. Do you understand the purpose of this game Mister Rory?
RORY. Yeah I do, it’s just-ANDRE. The purpose of the game is to conquer your enemy through the art of
deception. Thinking three-four steps ahead of your opponent. >
RORY. Yes, I understand, it’s just-ANDRE. So if you tell me what you are going to do then it’s like I’m not even
playing at all. I like to play Mr. Rory. I want to play. Do you want to play?
RORY. Yes I do but-ANDRE. Then play the game the way it was meant to be played
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Mr. Rory. It will go much faster//if you do. >
RORY. But you wouldn’t let me move!
ANDRE. I’m trying to play the game! So you play the game! Play the fucking
game!
RORY. Then let me make my move!
ANDRE. I’m trying to let you move, and I’m sorry but that’s just how I play! We
are not here to have fun! We are here because we-- (Stops.)
Pause.
RORY. What?
ANDRE. Nothing. Let’s just continue. Please.
Silence. ANDRE munches on peanuts. RORY picks up his pawn off of the board.
He holds it hovering close to the board. He looks at ANDRE. ANDRE looks back.
Pause. He puts the pawn back down. Pause.
RORY. How long have we been playing?
Pause.
ANDRE. I can’t recall.
Pause.
RORY. I want some coffee.
ANDRE. Sorry?
RORY. I want some coffee.
ANDRE. Coffee...
RORY. Yes.
ANDRE. It will have to wait.
RORY. Wait?
ANDRE. Yes it will have to wait. It must.
RORY. Why?
ANDRE. Because it’s your turn.
RORY. Is it?
ANDRE. Yes. And we have been playing long enough. So please.
RORY. It will only take a second.
ANDRE. The game//can’t take any longer, it must end.
RORY. But I can’t concentrate. I need something to help me concentrate.
ANDRE. You need to concentrate? (He stands quickly and walks around the
table to RORY. He picks him up by the collar of his shirt and throws him to the
ground. He stares RORY down. Slowly he crosses back to his chair and sits;
never breaking eye contact.) Can you concentrate now?

Pause. RORY stands. He and ANDRE exchange stares. Pause. RORY moves
slowly around the back of the table towards the coffee pot. He stops at the
counter. He looks back at ANDRE. Extends his hand towards the pot. As he
does ANDRE taunts him again.
ANDRE. Ah-ah.
RORY recoils slightly but pushes on. He removes the pot of coffee. Takes the
carafe and brings it to his lips. Pause. He begins to tilt the carafe.
ANDRE. Watch it.
RORY pauses. Thinks about it. Tilts the carafe up and downs the coffee sludge;
spilling it all over his face in the process. Puts the pot back on the heating pad.
Looks at ANDRE. Takes his shirt and wipes his mouth. Walks back to his chair.
Sits.
Silence.
RORY. It’s just Rory.
ANDRE. What?
RORY. Rory. That’s my name. Just Rory. No mister.
ANDRE. So why did you tell me otherwise?
RORY. Tell you what otherwise?
ANDRE. That your name was Mister Rory.
RORY. I didn’t I just said Rory.
ANDRE. You told me something else.
RORY. I didn’t.
ANDRE. You did.
RORY. I didn’t.
ANDRE. You did.
RORY. I didn’t.
ANDRE. YOU DID! (Standing and pounding the table at the same time.) YOU
DID YOU DID YOU DID YOU DID!
Silence.
ANDRE. I apologize. (Pause. Walks to window. Looks out.) Have you ever looked
out of this window?
RORY. What window?
ANDRE. This one.
RORY. Never noticed it.
ANDRE. The flower. It sits just outside of the window. Just out of
27
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RORY. A flower?
ANDRE. Just the slightest hue of purple. The perfect amount. And the way
the sunlight reflects off of the petals. Reflects off and hits the window pane.
Spreading the light into the room. So beautiful. Like the game of chess...beautiful.
Every time I see it when I walk by I reach out to grab it. But the glass always gets
in the way. Every time. Just when I’m about to grab it. Bam. Hand hits glass. An
invisible barrier. It’s so infuriating to be so close. To be separated by this window.
There is nothing I would cherish more than to touch that flower. Holding it in my
hand. Rubbing the petals between my fingers. Smooth. Soft. Beautiful. Salvation.
RORY. Sounds nice.
ANDRE. If only the window were made of water. I could reach through and grab
it. Then take it in my hand and caress it. Examining every inch. Taking in the
beauty. Gently stroking the petals. (Looks directly at RORY.) Then crushing it in
my fist. And watch the remnants float slowly to the floor.
Silence. ANDRE moves towards the door. Reaches for the spot where the door
knob would be. He realizes there is nothing there. Walks back to his chair. Sits.
RORY. Whats the matter?
ANDRE. Nothing. It’s nothing.
RORY. Are we still playing?
ANDRE. Of course.
RORY. Good.
ANDRE. Good.
ANDRE reaches for one of his bishops on the chess board. RORY taunts him.
RORY. Ah-ah. (ANDRE recoils his hand.)
Pause.
ANDRE. What time is it?
RORY. Time?
ANDRE. Yes.
Pause.
RORY. I don’t know.
Pause.
RORY. Whose turn is it?
Pause.

ANDRE. I don’t know.
The two are left staring blankly at the chess board as the lights slowly fade out.
End.
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fInding yourself
Drayton Hammes
Laying in the street, face up, staring at the sky through hazy, half-closed
eyes, I began to rethink things. Another foot caught me in the jaw. Some bloke
punctured my leg with a knife.
Things always got out of hand at Tottenham. But for me, this might be
goodbye.
Police sirens wailed close by, but they seemed a million miles away.
How did it come to this? Lying face up in some back street of North London,
face half kicked in, leg broken and stabbed, the world slowly slipping away from
me...
As I lay there staring death right in the face, not really fighting to live, not really
wanting to die, I asked myself “Jack, is this really what you should be doing? I
mean, what meaning is there for all this?” I wondered if it isn’t too late to change
my path. I closed my eyes and dreamt of how it all came to this...
***
The life of a thirty-five year old in North London is enough to make any bloke
go mad. Same shit every day. The rain and incessant cold creep into your mind
and drive you insane. The dreary, hour-to-hour cunt-boss consumed jobs that
pay absolute shit, just enough for a studio apartment, a couple nights a week at
The Red with the boys, and just enough so that you can make ends meet in a
country that is drowning in strikes and socialism and all you can do is keep going
back every Monday mornin’ to piss away another day.
You toss around from girl to girl, never satisfied, getting hit in the head with
frying pans and hurled forks and knives that make you stop and realize that that
moment of pain is the most you’ve felt in your whole life.
Jump forward and you realize that violence is what you love. That a right
good shit-kicking is the only way to make yourself feel alive. Jump forward
and you and your pals are all of a sudden having your first big brawl with the
Merseyside Toffees alongside all your new mates and you just stop giving a fuck
about everything else except who we play on Saturday and where to find a safe,
secluded spot from the Bluebottles who don’t understand the firms and what we
do.
But who am I kidding? What we do is borne out of pure boredom and an
unwillingness to conform and give in to how our parents lived. Dead-end job
for forty years where you see half your fucking pay taken every year by the
government for shit you’ll never even use. Babies, grandbabies, retirement,
death. A good, respectable man he was, they will say. Well good for him and
her. Bravo. You earned the approval and respect of a twat. We say bollocks, we

say live for the weekend. Unattached, wild sex. Warm, watery lagers. Drugs cut
twenty times over but still as deliciously effective as ever. Ecstasy trip: bright
lights, dancing, a woman’s skin, beer, more ecstasy, dancing, beer, a woman’s
skin. On and on and on.
Sunrise and it’s supposed to be over. But it’s Manchester United away, so we
take more of the “lady” drug. Load up the bus, secure the beer, secure the coke,
call roll, and Manchester here we come...
We had a lively crew. There’s Tom—one of the loyalist blokes we’ve got,
hasn’t missed a game for fifteen years. Then there’s Nelson, who we call Baby
Face because he went through a stint of bank robbery back in the 90’s that had
him thrown on a cell block with fifteen Tottenham firm members. He came out
and has never been the same. Afraid of no one this guy. Picks a fight with anyone
who looks at him funny, or with anyone who doesn’t look at him funny. Doesn’t
matter. The point is, you don’t want to be on the other side of a fight with this
bloke, like staring down the barrel of a shotgun. But while this is a blessing, he
can also be a curse.
Very wild and sporadic, Baby Face.
No controlling him. Often gets locked up because when the Bluebottles show
up and put an end to our brawls, well, he takes that as a personal slight and ends
up attacking them too.
But great friend, Baby Face.
I’d give a left nut for him; saved my ass many times; despite his nasty
penchant for gettin’ into trouble and bloodyin’ up his fists as if he’s just grabbin’ a
smoke in the mornin’.
And then there’s Gleb, the Russian. A fucking enigma, that one. Tom buys him
a beer one day at The Red in a fit of cocaine generosity. Then, that very night
some robbers break into Tom’s house. As they stand there with clubs and bats
threatening Tom for his stash, a “phantom shadow,” as Tom puts it, shows up and
proceeds to put these two wankers in the hospital. All Gleb said as he left the
house was,
“Thanks for the beer.”
Which is surprising because he never speaks. But every game, wherever it is,
there he is, lurking around, waiting for an excuse to protect Tom.
Then there’s Danny boy and Benjamin, our lookouts. Good lads, street
urchins, barely fourteen. Have more balls than a Spartan warrior, those two. Then
there’s Austin, Jack 2, Jack 3, Jack 4, Luke, Callum, and of course, Charles.
Charles led our little brigade of foot soldiers and was one of the five board
members for our little “operation.” He had bones of steel and a look that could
make you piss yourself.
Of course, this was just our crew. Firms can hold anywhere from ten-thirty
crews. Arsenal Football Club had fourteen, but we made up for our lack
of size in ability and unchecked balls. Other firms respected us. Well,
except for Tottenham, of course.
31
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be more accurate. Carrying a team’s flag from stadium to stadium, chanting and
singing and cursing and flinging bottles, rocks, anything of substantial weight.
And if the Lord smiled on us that day, we would fight. All the misery of eight
trophy-less years as an Arsenal fan, the years wasted behind a desk pinching
pennies to live, the hundreds of times we got the “you’re dead to me” look from
our parents would come out in a hail-storm of kicks and an explosion of fists.
Scratch, claw, head butt, bite, any way to prove to the guy in your arms that the
frailties of Arsenal Football Club on the pitch bear no semblance to the strength
of Arsenal’s Firm. I felt alive.
November 11, 2012. Tottenham away.
Just on the other side of the river, ten minute walk. Our crew formed ranks;
an established method to the madness that could ensue. Outside the stadium,
Bluebottles were everywhere. On horseback, on foot: clubs, pepper spray, tear
gas, shields, gas masks at the ready. They were no fools. They knew what this
North London rivalry meant, and how often it turned into a beautiful mess of
violence. Both teams have been rubbish so far, failing to meet even the lowest of
expectations in the league table. Fans weren’t happy, and right then a win in the
North London derby was the only possible rectification.
White Hart Lane, home of the Tiny Tots as we called ‘em, stunk of impending
rain. The air was clean, fresh air, but it held a darkness of foreboding in its
composition. A small section of the stands behind the south end had been
reserved for Arsenal fans. White and blue covered the stadium like a partially
cloudy day, with a speck of red that sat looming in the south as if Judgment Day
had arrived. The atmosphere was tense; fifty thousand people screaming and
chanting for a win.
Tottenham scored first, drawing us a loud chorus of taunts across the stadium
and shouts of abuse and murder from nearby. Baby Face was beginning to lose
it. Veins popped out of his neck and forehead with each word.
“I’ve gotta use the shitter,” he said. I knew what that meant.
“Right. Let’s go.”
We sat in separate stalls, passing back and forth the coke, taking line after
line after line. I threw up, but then took another one. Just then we heard shouts
and boos ring from the stadium. We burst out of the bathroom, eyes flying in all
directions soaking in the high. We made it out in time to see the Tottenham striker
walking down the tunnel to the locker room and we went crazy.
Red card to Tottenham! Man sent off in the early going surely meant our
success. And it did. Six goals later and we took home the derby 5-2. Chants
against Tottenham rang out:
“Arsenal’s red and white army! (Answered by): We hate Tottenham!
Arsenal’s red and white army! (Answered by): We hate Tottenham!”
But we all grew tense as well, those of us who weren’t here just to pleasure
view. Charles and the other four board members had established a safe spot
in the terrace a few minutes outside the stadium. We knew they’d be angry, but
then again, it wasn’t hard to find a bit of angry ambition. Tottenham’s estimated

twenty-two crews eagerly awaited us, and we wouldn’t be disappointin’ ‘em.
***
I feel disinfectants in my nose and see white everywhere. My leg is
suspended in the air and my head feels like a hundred pound boulder. Some
device has been strapped to my hand with a clicker. I must be in the hospital. I
grabbed the morphine clicker and went to town on the button despite the shot of
pain that coursed from my hand through my arm.
“Oi. Jack how goes it mate?” I spotted Baby Face in the chair next to my bed.
He looked the same as always, no sign of any battle wounds except for the splitup knuckles on both hands and the small crack in his forehead.
“Ay old boy. What you think mate? Look at me.”
He laughed in that booming way of his, sending a throbbing jolt through my
head.
“We got them Tiny Tot boys right and proper. Took a few losses but what can
ya do? Thought I lost you for awhile too but you’re a tough little wanka.”
“What do you mean, took a few losses?” I asked in apprehension. My dreams
had given me trouble.
“Tom, Jack 3, and young Benjamin. All gone.”
“Don’t fuck about Nelson! What you mean gone?”
“They’re fuckin’ dead mate. And Charles is locked up too, for good. He went
ballistic when he saw Tottenham stab little Benjamin to death. You know how
close they were. So get this. He pulls out his gun and shoots two of ‘em right in
the bloody head! I said good for him. Unfortunately, I don’t think the state will see
it that way.”
“Tom? Tommy is dead? And Jack? And Benji?” My head began to swirl and
not because of the morphine. I blacked out.
***
Tom haunted my dreams. He pleaded with me to leave the firm. He promised
death. He promised a horrible end. Young Benjamin smiled at me before he
plummeted down into flames, his figure replaced by a series of screams. Then I
saw myself being plunged into the same fiery abyss, my skin melting off to reveal
nothing below. My entire body was melting away...
I awoke in a sweaty panic. It had been a week since November 11th. I had
remained glued to my bed since I was released from the hospital two days ago.
I needed a beer. I got ready and headed out, swinging myself along with a pair
of crutches. About a mile down, I looked across the street at The Red. Images
of Tom popped up in my head. Images of my limbs sliced and my throat cut
slammed me in the face. I almost cried but kept my composure. I pushed
the images from my mind and crutched across the street to The
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rain of beer and a snow of cocaine.
I asked myself, “Jack, is this really what you should be doing? Is all this death
and pain really worth it?”
“Oi! Boys! Look who it is! Returned to us from the dead! Jack is back!”
“Heeeeeeey,” shouts rang out for me.
...
“Fuckin’ right it’s worth it!” I joined my mates for a beer, a snort, and hopefully,
with any luck, a right good shit-kickin’ later on.Text

what will you be when you grow up
Cody H. Owens
spare me the horrors of aging
the dithering American dream
iron away the wrinkles of time
from all that we see or seem
inquiry, child, a future disturbed
the quintessence of my fear
what will you be when you grow up
and subsequence reveals a career
what becomes of an empire lost
that purposed to work and consume
and set its sights over water
to further rot the bloom
continuously we tire the youth
a working pedagogical proclivity
to replace your joyous occupations
with patriotic productivity
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facade of faith
Jake Hennett
Hymns from quivering lips
Fall useless on deaf ears.
Hollow words echo
Just as well not sung.
Verses quoted eloquently
In flawless King James language
To the approval of a congregation
With no sense of true meaning.
Pews filled with false hopes,
Dreams of a perfect afterlife.
Aided along the way
With painkillers and lies.
Weak handshakes and empty smiles,
A nice greeting to those not recently seen
Are the oblivious groans
Of cattle headed for slaughter.

my space
Sharell Johnson
I need my space to be free to embrace my ethnicity.
I need a space to discuss the negativity toward my race; the black woman’s race.
A space to evaluate my deepest thoughts that are undermined by the majority
because of my stance as a minority
The look on my white roommate’s face
The first time she saw my hair in its natural state.
I need my space
My feelings are bare, naked to the bone with humiliations as my skin tone.
My campus experience was everything but normal.
My safe talking, egg shell walking,
Weakened my esteem to speak
My issues grew weary,
My issues buried beneath the majority,
Beneath the white woman who thinks she knows me,
Because she researched me
I’m choking on my thoughts of all the prejudice aiming at me
Daily.
I’m itching to discuss my thoughts, my feelings, and my beings
I need my space.
A space belonging to me and my race
The black woman’s race
But no explanation necessary
I can hold no more
So many stories to be told
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birds of paradise
Joe Bodie
There are moments in life that make you stop and think. Moments that force
you to reconsider some of the choices you’ve made, you know, critically analyze
your decision making skills, or the considerable lack thereof.
When he found himself in some strange woman’s bedroom, perched on a
stool, wearing a full-feathered owl costume, Pete knew, beyond a shadow of a
doubt, that this was definitely one of those moments.
There wasn’t much reason for deliberation at this point, however. Pete was
where he was. He was wearing what he was wearing. And that strange woman,
cozily nestled in her magnificent bed, was busy monotonously enumerating a
laundry list of rules and regulations.
They were in the job posting, these guidelines.
The posting that, presently, forced Pete to ask his brain one rather pressing
question: why do you hate me so much?
The posting that began:
I’m looking for somebody to sit in my room at night and watch over me
as I sleep. Recently I have had a lot of trouble sleeping and I think it
would be comforting if I knew somebody was there.
A little creepy, no doubt, but somewhat understandable, if we’re honest with
ourselves about the night and the accompanying loneliness. Hemingway knew
it well, and, be truthful, so do you. The naked humanity, vulnerability confidently
displayed, was in part what attracted Pete to the post.
It continued:
I’d also like it if you were to wear a small owl costume as you do so. I
have always found great comfort in the idea that owls are the natural
lookouts of our world and so it would really help.
Obviously, not-so-understandable and creepy, like a blood-soaked clown
creepy. At this point, a rational person would stop reading.
Pete, however, read on.
The posting ended:
This is not a joke and joke replies will be deleted. If, however, you want
to make some extra cash and perhaps have a background in theater,
then this is for you. I’m prepared to pay 30 p/h without the costume, 40
with. Please, no time wasters.
Even the most fantastical events can be explained through rational causes if
there is enough known data.

DATA
Pete had a college degree. The only caveat: it was in theater. His parents had
begged, pleaded, threatened, bribed, attempted everything short of kidnapping in
hopes of convincing their aspiring son to change to a more practical major.
To be accurate, they had actually considered kidnapping. Once. After
watching a television program about specialists who deprogram brainwashed
individuals, they briefly entertained the notion of making inquiries. In the end, it
just didn’t seem worth the effort.
Still, Pete wondered if things would’ve been different, had they gone through
with it.
But now, reexamining his life as a non-owl dressed person, Pete decided
that, in all probability, he’d still be standing right where he was no matter what his
parents had done, no matter what degree he’d chosen.
His luck, he decided, was the kind that never rolled sevens, that never knew
when to hold’em or fold’em, the kind that, in the end, always totaled more than
21.
In short, it was shit, his luck.
And, furthermore, Pete concluded, he didn’t deserve any of it.
He was, after all, a good person. Well, good enough. He always left a penny,
never took. In traffic, he always let people over. And he never, ever, not even
once, put an empty carton of milk back in the refrigerator.
In all situations, Pete tried to be the bigger man. A difficult endeavor for an
average person, to be sure, and one rendered especially difficult for people like
Pete, who often come up short when attempting to take the high ground but still
determine to stand tall.
The tallest Pete could manage, however, was a towering 3 feet 9 inches.
Pygmy Pete, they called him in school.
Which is, in part, why he felt his present circumstances were so woefully
undeserved. Weren’t there much worse people in the world with much less to
complain about? And they weren’t in some strange woman’s bedroom. They
weren’t perched on an uncomfortable stool. They weren’t wearing an owl
costume.
To say that it all seemed a little unfair, a little undignified would be like saying
the last ice age was a little chilly or that Mount Vesuvius was a little inconvenient
on the Pompeian economy.
So now you know Pete. You know his background and his degree. Really, you
only need one more piece of information to render this fantastical scene realistic.
Right now, if you add the pecuniary value of all of his accounts, investments,
and properties, Pete is worth an impressive 4 dollars and 32 cents.
With all of that information, you’d have to admit that it’s not at all
unreasonable to find Pete exactly where he is. In fact, it would be
unreasonable to expect otherwise.
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So, alas, perched on his stool was he, Pete, the pygmy actor turned miniature
owl. The old woman, finished with the rules, finally placed her white-haired head
on her white silk pillow and promptly fell asleep.
Pete wondered, at this juncture, why a woman with so little difficulty drifting off
into dreamland required such a ridiculously absurd nightlight. Why did she need
him? Hadn’t she written in the posting that she had trouble sleeping? What was
all of this, anyway? What, in the name of all things decent, was he doing here?
That was that. It was it, it was that, it was enough, it was. Pete had had it.
Right up to here (here being approximately Pete’s forehead). He was leaving.
He was off. He was gone. Vamoose. 40 dollars an hour be damned, he had his
dignity. And people with dignity didn’t wear costumes. Well, Batman did. But that
wasn’t the point. They didn’t wear owl costumes and sit on stools all night. This
old lady could shove it. She could get bent. To hell with owl costumes. And to hell
with her, damn it.
Dignity reclaimed, Pete leapt from his stool and was standing on his tip-toes,
reaching for the doorknob, when it happened.
The scream.
It filled every empty space in the room. It shook the windows and the bedside
lamps and the crystals in the chandelier. It was loud. It was piercing. Every dog in
a five mile radius pricked their ears in concern.
In the face of such terror, Pete ducked and put his hands, well, his wings, over
his head. Terrified and helpless. A kindergartner and an atom bomb.
A voice pierced the previously calm night with shrill and importunate
questions.
Where are you, it wanted to know.
I can’t see you, it declared.
Why are you not on your stool, it wondered.
Don’t leave me, it begged.
Don’t leave me, it pleaded.
Don’t leave me, it threatened.
And just like that, a strange, hysterical woman in a strange, unfamiliar room
achieved what Pete’s parents didn’t have the heart to do so many years ago: It
kidnapped him. It held him hostage. In a way, it deprogrammed him, erasing all
previous concerns and in their stead placing a single idea: undisturbed slumber.
Pete’s life had new purpose. And it was singular, this purpose. It was simple. No
matter what happens in the night, this woman must not wake.
Pete waved his wings in the most conciliatory fashion, issuing quiet It’s ok’s
and I’m sorry’s as he reclaimed his station on the stool. And the old woman,
apparently satisfied, promptly fell asleep.
Usually, once we resign ourselves to our fates, once we give in, succumb, and
accept the inevitable, life rewards us with a break, some smooth sailing. Usually,
it gets easier.
Usually.
For a few minutes, maybe half an hour, all was calm and serene. The old lady

slumbered and Pete observed. Nothing much happened, save the occasional
toss and turn from the old lady and the occasional sigh from Pete. Once, after
rolling from her right side to her left, the old lady farted. Pete thought it smelled
oddly of lemon Pledge.
Pete was just about to doze off when it happened.
A knock.
Downstairs, at the front door.
Quiet at first, then increasingly louder.
Pete started to sweat. He gripped the stool tight with his hands. His feet,
curled around the bars, imitating perfectly the fierce grip of the taloned owl. His
glance oscillated from the slumbering woman and the bedroom door.
The knocking continued, completely oblivious and insensitively dismissive of
Pete’s concerns, increasing its intensity both in speed and in sound.
Pete made an executive decision, hoping it would prove more prudent than
most executive decisions (See Iraq War, exit strategy). He leapt spryly from the
stool and fluttered towards the bedroom door. Tippy-toed and one hand on the
doorknob, Pete glanced back at the old woman.
She farted again.
But, she farted again in her sleep, which was after all, the most important part.
Pete turned the handle and opened the door just wide enough so that he could
squeeze through, shutting it quicker and quieter than any human before or since
has ever shut a door. That’s not a figure of speech, either. That’s a fact. If you
had all of the comparative data, you would come to the same conclusion. But you
don’t, so just take my word for it. It was that quick and that quiet.
Downstairs, the knocking continued as Pete bounded down twenty feet of
hallway, descended thirty-two stairs, and ran through a living-room, a kitchen,
and a den, loose feathers trailing the air behind him.
Pete reached the door and looked up at the peephole. It was a full two feet
above his head. Frantic, he jumped once, twice, three times, flapping his little
wings with each attempt, in hopes, perhaps, of taking flight. It was no use. He
just couldn’t make it high enough.
Disappointed but not defeated, Pete raced back to the kitchen, grabbed a
barstool, and dragged it with both wings back to the front door. He climbed the
two rungs, mounted the stool, and looked cautiously through the peephole.
There, standing on the other side of the door, smoking a cigarette and
preparing to deliver what could be the final, fatal knock, was the last thing Pete
expected to see.
Another owl.
Pete blinked and shook his head. This was too much. Startled and confused,
Pete leaned close to the door and, softly, said the first the first thing that came to
mind. Which, he had to admit, could have been better.
“What do you want?”
“Hey, finally! I’m here for the gig, man. Can I come in?” the other
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“Go away,” Pete said, attempting his best forceful and aggressive whisper.
It didn’t work.
“Hey, come on, man, what is this? It’s freezing out here! Let me in!”
“Go away. The, um, the position’s been filled.”
“What? No way, man! Filled? It can’t be filled. Come on, man. I need this gig.
Open the door!”
“Please, just go away.”
“Look, man. I’ll level with ya, ok? Things haven’t been exactly going my
way, ya know? I’m desperate. Shit, I’d have to be, right? I’ve made some poor
decisions, ok, I’ll admit that. But I’ve also had some incredibly bad luck,” the other
owl laughed, “Shit, if it weren’t for bad luck, I’d have no luck at all. That’s how it
goes, right? That old saying. I need this, man. Please. We’ll split the money, ok.
I’m begging ya. Don’t make me beg. It’s undignified, man.”
Pete stood on the stool and listened. Head down, shoulders shagging, he
sighed.
He shook his head.
He nodded.
He understood.
He knew then that he had to open the door. And not just to avoid waking the
old woman. Not just because it benefitted him.
It was moral obligation, now.
It was camaraderie.
It was solidarity.
In the worst of times, birds of a feather stick together.
That’s how it goes, right? That old saying.
Pete climbed down from the stool and unlocked the door. But as soon as
he put his hand on the doorknob, the other owl, overcome with excitement and
gratitude at the sound of the lock, swung the door open quicker and louder than
any human being before or since has swung open a door. Again, just take my
word for it.
The overall effect of this was that poor Pete, dangling from the doorknob, was
pinned to the wall.
“Hey, what gives? Hello? Hey, where’d you go, man?” the other owl said, as
he looked around the hallway, confused.
“Back here,” Pete said from behind the still-open door.
“What? What’re you doing back there, man?”
“Could you let go of the door, please.”
“Huh? Oh shit, yeah. Sorry, man.” the other owl said and laughed.
The other owl let go of the door and it began to swing closed with Pete, rigid
with shock, hanging from the doorknob. When the door closed, Pete finally let go
and plopped to the floor.
“Whoa, hey there!” the other owl said. “Name’s Jim. Hey, you’re just a little
fella, aren’t ya?” Jim said and laughed again and looked at Pete, the door, and
the wall. “Whoa! Damn, man. I’m real sorry about that. I guess I was just happy

to hear that door unlock, man. I was freezin’ my little feathery balls off out there.
Here, man, let me help you up.”
“Thanks,” Pete said, brushing himself off.
“Well, shit, man, where is this old broad, huh?” Jim said, looking around the
dark hallway. “Whatta we gotta do, jump around and make owl noises all night?
Hey, man, you don’t think she’s gonna want us to, uh, get close, do ya? Ya know,
ruffle some feathers, so to speak. Eh?” Jim said and laughed and elbowed Pete.
In the head. Twice.
Pete started to regret his decision. There was no doubt that it was the right
thing to do, morally speaking.
But Jim, well Jim was clearly an idiot.
“She’s upstairs,” Pete said. “Sleeping. We just have to sit and watch her. And
above all, we have to be quiet. If she wakes up...it’s not good, trust me.”
“Yeah, sure thing, little dude. Lead the way, man.”
Pete and Jim walked down the hallway and into the den, Jim whistling all the
while.
“Please,” Pete said and turned to face Jim, “don’t.”
“Oh, sorry little buddy. Won’t happen again.”
“It’s ok. It’s just. Well, you just really don’t want to wake her up.”
“Yeah, yeah, sure, no problem. Quiet as a church, man. Scouts honor.”
Pete and Jim walked through the dark den, illuminated only by faint blue-white
moonbeams that seeped through expensive curtains. It was a lavishly furnished
room. It was a lavishly furnished house, for that matter. The old bat had money,
that much was certain.
“I want a grape.”
“Shh,” Pete said and turned to face Jim. “We’ll eat later.”
“Huh? That wasn’t me, man.”
“What do you mean?”
“I mean I didn’t say anything, man. I thought you did.”
Pete and Jim stood in the living room, waiting.
“I’m scared, man.”
“Shh.”
“Come on, man. Let’s just—“
“I want a grape!”
“Holy Hell!” Jim said and jumped at Pete, who caught and held him, briefly,
until his knees gave and the two fell to the floor in a pile of rumpled feathers.
“Get off. Please.”
“Sorry.”
Jim and Pete stood up and brushed themselves off, Jim doing his best to hide
behind Pete.
“What was that, man?”
“I don’t know. But we’ve got to find out before it wakes her up.”
Pete surveyed the den, letting his eyes adjust to the dim light.
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Pete saw it.
The birdcage.
“There.” Pete said and pointed. “It’s just a bird.”
“Where?”
“There. Beside the sofa.”
Pete and Jim crept gingerly towards the cage.
“Whoa, man. That’s not just any bird. That’s a budgerigar, man.”
“A what?”
“A budgie, man.”
Pete blinked.
“A parrot, man. But not just any parrot. The smartest breed of parrot in the
world. Man, there was this one, Puck, he knew over 1700 words.” Jim said and
whistled.
“Fascinating.”
“I want a grape!” The budgie screeched and Pete and Jim flinched.
“Well, this one wants a grape,” Pete said. “And I suggest we find him one.”
“Agreed, man.”
It happened, then.
Knocking, at the front door.
“Shit, man. It’s the cops!”
“What?” Pete said. “What’s wrong with—never mind—look, just stay here and
keep this bird quiet, ok? Try to find a grape or something. I’ll go see who it is.”
“Sure, man. Sure.”
Pete bounded back to the front door, set his stool up once again, and peered
through the peephole for a second time. And much like the first time, he was
utterly confused by what he saw.
It was a chicken.
And a rather intoxicated chicken, at that.
“Seriously?” Pete muttered to himself.
“Heeellloooo,” the chicken slurred as it continued knocking.
“Go away,” Pete said, giving the aggressive whisper another shot.
“I’m, I’m-a-here and I’m-a-gonna watch you sleep, so’s you better let me in,
woman!”
Pete quickly deduced that this situation would eventually unfold much in the
same manner as the last and he resolved to save himself some precious time
and just open the door. Which, he did.
And the chicken, mid-knock when the door was opened, lost his balance and
fell forward, knocking Pete and the stool to the ground.
Pete, annoyed at being knocked yet again to the ground, collected himself
and stood up.
The chicken rolled over onto his back and propped himself up on his elbows.
“W-Who’re you? An’ why you so-so small, owl?”
“Why are you a chicken?”
“Hey! I’m not chicken!” said the chicken and he stood up and shoved Pete.

“You, you wanna go? Huh?” The chicken put his fists in the air and circled Pete,
doing his best imitation of a sober chicken doing his best imitation of a drunken
chicken doing his best imitation of the Notre Dame Fighting Irish mascot.
Things could have turned real ugly real quick and our story could have ended
with a real nasty description of a six foot drunken chicken pummeling a three
foot, nine inch owl, which, admittedly, might have been fairly entertaining.
Jim and the budgie had other plans, however.
You see, Jim never found a grape. In fact, he never left the den to look for
one. What he did instead was stand in front of the birdcage and swear, laughing
every time the budgie said “shit-faced” or “fart-knocker.” But when the budgie
improvised and told Jim to, and I quote, “fuck off,” things got a little heated.
Pete, concerned about this new raucous, and the chicken, running because
someone else was running, entered the den and found Jim and the budgie
engaged in a very heated exchange of very vulgar insults.
“Syphilitic whore!” Jim yelled.
“Cunt cheese!’ The budgie squawked.
“Jim! What are you doing?” Pete yelled. “It’s a fucking bird!”
Startled, Jim turned around and a look of recognition and shame crossed
his face when he saw Pete, followed immediately by a look of confusion and
amusement when he saw the chicken. “Who’s this guy?”
“I don’t know. He’s drunk. What the hell are you doing?”
“Sorry, man. That bird got the best of me.”
“Are you finished?”
“Yeah, man. I’m cool.”
“Fucktard,” the budgie said.
“That’s it!” Jim said and lunged at the cage.
Pete lunged at Jim, viciously clutching at his legs, while Jim, trying to further
stretch his already outstretched arms, attempted to wring the budgie’s neck. The
chicken laughed.
This was the scene when it happened.
The scream.
The fact that she remained asleep as long as she did is impressive. Perhaps
even to the point of seeming contrived. But, that’s exactly how it happened. And,
you know what, if you aren’t willing to suspend a little disbelief, go read a memoir.
It filled every empty space in the room. It shook the windows and the
paintings and the floor lamps. It was loud. It was piercing. It froze Pete and Jim. It
silenced the drunken chicken.
Even the budgie shut the hell up.
“What the fuck is that, man?” Jim yelled, his hand over his ears.
“I told you you didn’t want to wake her up,” Pete yelled.
The scream ceased, but the questions began. Resonating along the
hallways, down thirty-two stairs, through the living room, and into the den
where they seemed louder and more penetrating than the initial air45
raid scream.
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The budgie started squawking answers, attempting, as best it could with its
little budgie lungs, to out-question the woman.
The drunken chicken, not to be left out of the fun, started yelling incoherent
questions, like “Who’s on first?” and “Where’s the beef?” and so on.
“This is too heavy, man,” Jim yelled. “I’m gonna split, little dude! Whaddya
say?”
“Right behind you,” Pete yelled and the two ran as fast as they could through
the den, the kitchen, and out of the still-open front door.
Jim ran and Pete followed. No destination, just away from the noise, as if
trying to outrun a sonic boom. They ran a full five miles. When they reached a
bench in the park and could no longer hear the cacophony, they stopped.
Pete sat down on the bench, Jim stood, bent over, with his wings on his
knees. Both panted.
“Holy....Shit...” Jim said in between gasps.
The two owls caught their breath. Jim stood up and stretched and lit a
cigarette. Pete leaned forward, his elbows on his knees.
“Did that bird call you a fucktard?”
“Ha!” Jim said. “I told you, man. Hell of a vocabulary, those budgies.”
The two laughed until they had to catch their breath again.
“Well, little dude. This is about all the excitement I can handle. I’m going to
split. You take’er easy, yeah?”
“Sure, Jim. See you around.”
Pete looked around the park, still trying to absorb the events of the last few
hours. He needed something to help ground him in reality again. He noticed
a newspaper beside him on the bench and he picked it up and opened it to a
random page. It was the classifieds section. The first heading Pete noticed read:
		
Wanted: Gnome to watch over garden.

spoiler alert
Melanie McKinstry Morrison
Upon the arrival of my second daughter, I realized my bohemian singersongwriter life as I knew it was over. Apparently, no self-respecting elementary
school will accept East of the Mississippi as a legitimate home address. I settled
down in the Bible-belt near family and friends and decided it was time to start
thinking about things like health insurance and a more traditional career. My
brother, who worked in the corporate offices of a major movie theater chain which shall remain nameless - offered me a job. He offered me a management
position at a twenty-screen multiplex. He warned me the hours would be erratic,
but the pay was great and the benefits were even greater: two weeks paid
vacation, health insurance, and unlimited movies. I couldn’t refuse.
At first, the job was a dream come true. On my first day, I walked into the threestory lobby of the theater, welcomed by giant posters of Brad Pitt and Colin
Ferrell, flashing pink and green neon lights, and the divine smell of freshly
popped and buttered popcorn. At that moment, I was proud to be managing
America’s most beloved pastime.
Unfortunately, I quickly learned that Americans have no clue what NC-17
directing takes place behind the scenes at the average mega-theater. At this
point, I want to give the reader a chance to put down this publication, because
this is the mother of all spoiler alerts: If you do not want to know how horrifying a
movie theater is, please stop reading.
When a patron walks up to the box office, he doesn’t know that only a small
portion of the ticket he buys actually goes to the movie theater. This means that
every profit made from the theater has to come from two alternate sources:
Wallet-rape at the concession stand and various code-violating, cost-cutting
measures.
As the customer approaches the concession stand, my job as a manger is
to make sure there are as few employees as possible working to assist that
customer. So, not only are there quite possibly 500 people waiting in line on a
Friday night to buy popcorn from two idiot teenage cashiers, but at any given
moment one of those cashiers might have to leave his busy post to go plunge
a toilet. Because mega movie theater chains are not about to hire an additional
idiot teenager to keep the toilets clean even though just one combo-mealwallet-raping would cover the cost of his entire shift. As a corporate yesman I am also instructed to make sure the customer’s ten dollar cola
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a cup filled to the top with ice. After all, ice is free. Cola is not. And we certainly
cannot afford to let our workers stay on the clock for the two extra minutes it
takes to flush pathogens from the syrup lines. I also have to make sure that
the premium corn kernels – which are also moldy - are kept in stock next to the
premium liquid butter – a liquid which contains nothing in it whatsoever that even
remotely constitutes as butter. Real butter is for movies stars, not movie patrons.
The real cost cutting comes in theater cleaning. This is the darkest truth of
the mega movie plex industry. Patrons don’t realize that we never clean the
upholstery of the theater seats. Ever. If you drop your Rolex during the movie,
we’ll gladly clean under the seat, but if the actual seat is soaked with some
undesirable, it gets a special out of order cover put on it until the moisture and
stench are gone. That means that while you are enjoying your $150 popcorncola-candy-combo, you are sitting in one or more of the following: rotten food,
sweat, lice, tobacco spit, blood, feces, or semen. Evidenced by the fact that
during one typical Friday night shift, we have to escort out drunks who have
fallen asleep in the theater and pissed themselves, little kids who have shat
themselves, mental patients that haven’t taken a shower in months, or people
beating each other bloody.
But the real bio-hazard is the sex. The number of people we kick out of the
theater for having sex in crowded auditoriums is alarming. Coming Soon to a
Theater Near You indeed. Apparently, an automatic spot on the South Carolina
Sex Offender list is no deterrent. Worst of all are the masturbators. We usually
get the cops involved with these guys because we invariably find them flying solo
in the middle of Toy Story 3 surrounded by eight-year-olds.
Still, at the end of the night everyone is happy. Even though the customers had
to dip into their retirement to feed their families chemical waste on seats covered
in Hepatitis stew, they still couldn’t wait to get back in two weeks for the opening
of the next blockbuster. And though I suspected Satan was cutting my paycheck
from the home office, I slept a little easier knowing my kids had health insurance.

untitled
Cody H. Owens
On shoulder sat its habitat,
flesh-gripped vice from which to cling—
while Nevermore had set to soar,
this witless feathered being
in faithful search had found its perch—
in pretension, closed its eyes.
With reverent fate reiterate,
Gracious glory be thy skies!
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fear of skeletons
KaLauren McMillan
Not to be rude, but skinny people are mean.
Now, don’t close the cover. Don’t think this is odd or start judging. Rather, let
me elaborate as to why I’ve made that conclusion.
I’ve found, through trial and error, through many years of observation and
studying, informal as it were, that skinny people are mean. Sure, they might be
nice in general. They may appear to be nice people, and maybe some are. They
get up, go to work, give to the Salvation Army at Christmas and pay their taxes.
Some are rapists, murders, junkies, church goers, or philanthropists. Some are
kind to others, while some couldn’t care less. But they all share the same flaw
that not many people see. They’re all mean.
To be specific, they are mean to fatties.
Yes, now you know what I’m getting at.
That.
No matter the skein they wrap themselves in, it tends to boil down to a single
truth that I’ve come across countless times, and the truth holds truer now than
ever. And it hasn’t mattered how kind they were in the beginning, because they
always ended up showing their true colors, whenever being nice to a fatty didn’t
suit them anymore. Then, the horns came out with a vengeance and the names
began flying. In ways, those people that pretended to be nice in the first place
were worse than those who just came out and said what they truly felt from the
start. At least then there wasn’t any deceit involved there. I knew they hated me
for my body and that was that. Simple and straightforward.
Back in the 1960s, it was all the rage to stand up before giant crowds and
proclaim the rights of people, social and legal. ‘Equal rights’ was the rage of
that time period. Martin Luther King, Jr. stood up in all his state and gave that
wonderful speech. He led that march. After so many protests and gatherings, the
blood and tears and Malcolm X, they had won their civil liberties and proclaimed
in one voice, “We are Americans! We are the same!” To a world that didn’t quite
know what to make of them. Well, good on them. Congratulations to you with all
sincerity. You got unbelievably lucky in the wide scope of history.
Women were next to follow with the NOW movement. They burned bras and
pornos, led rallies and protested the lack of voting, equal pay, and sexual liberty.
Helen Girlie Brown, Eleanor Roosevelt and all those feminists screamed for
their due, claiming that being born with a vagina didn’t change them in the least.
Rowe v. Wade went into the courts, birth control came out of the shadows, pulling
women from the stove and into the main workforce with flames licking their heels.
For good measure, they turned, gave the world the finger, and said to hell with
anyone that didn’t see it their way. Together, they screamed, “We are Americans!
We are the same!” Again, good for you, ladies. You got your dream. Once more

luck seemed to favor you in the wide scope of history.
It seems that everyone in modern America is getting a taste of that forbidden
fruit of equality. They all seem to be reaching for fair treatment, invading the law
with ideals and scraping against even casual mention of ‘non-politically correct’
statements. Now, even speech is compromised for the slightest hint of offensive
behavior toward others.
Everyone and their brother now has a committee sitting in a giant building,
ready to rain hellfire down at the slightest indication of mistreatment or wrongdoing. And society, though slow to catch up, has come through with flying colors
to take up their mantles of fairness to ensure that no-one dare ever say anything
against someone. Homosexuals have LGBT, blacks have the NAACP, women
have NOW; the list is practically endless. And fitting, since everyone needs a little
insurance against name calling. Everyone is represented, right?
Not even close.
In all the free world, in all the forward thinking society of the western world,
there is no nationally recognized committee, board or organization that stands up
and screams at anyone that dare say anything against a fat person. Sure there
are support groups like for druggies, alkies, and addicts, but have you ever seen
anything about it on the news? The paper? Internet?
No? Didn’t think so.
And so, friend, you have stumbled onto the last acceptable prejudice to
grace the ‘civilized’ world. The last holdout of a species bound and determined
to extract every last vestige of hatred and discrimination possible. There are
no laws that protect fat people from being fired or not hired for being fat. There
are no social media that promote the inclusion of plus-sized human beings into
the world. All we see in this equally just and fair society are media tearing and
shredding, telling every last one that they are wrong, they are to blame, and that
they must change.
Charming, no?
Now, before you go running off in your head about how wrong everything just
written is, and how the author has clearly lost her mind, do not think that I am
advocating a damn thing. Medical theories are all fine and dandy to look at. It’s
nice to wave posters through the air proclaiming that fat is bad, society is good,
doctors are all knowing. Go ahead, knock yourself out, I won’t stop you. Won’t
hurt my feelings in the slightest. Unlike those of the prejudicial slant, I think that
opinions are welcome and good, except when they hurt others as I’ve been hurt.
When it has led to all the pain and isolation that I’ve been forced to endure for a
lifetime.
However, it must be recognized just how slanted and utterly demented our
society has become. Society, as many know and advocate, tells the average
woman that she has to be a size two with B-cup boobs, no hips, long hair and
big lips. Any physical imperfection is abominable and simply will not do
at all. All who don’t fit this ideal are considered deficient. And they’re
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McDonald’s bags on the highway.
I have spent the majority of my life hearing these words; doctors saying I’m
unhealthy, girls telling me I’m ugly, and society saying there is something innately
wrong with me, all in a vested effort to tear down my self-confidence and shatter
my self-image. And guess what?
They were all skinny.
Seems like a logical conclusion. Kind of obvious, but few ever think to look at
it from that perspective. I actually didn’t until not too long ago. Skinny people are
always the ones telling me that there’s something bad going on with me and my
body.
And really, why would anyone that’s even somewhat overweight in our
society say that? Pot, kettle, black. So, it stands to reason that it would be skinny
people that would say all this. They’re the ones that row against people who look
differently than they do; who are heavy, overweight, fluffy, whatever you call it.
They throw out names from grade school, cut them down, belittle them, make
them feel sub-human. Never once in my life have I seen a fat person cut down
another with any regularity. So, I stand by my conclusion.
Skinny people are mean.
Go ahead, disagree, I don’t mind. Truth is never an easy thing to swallow. And
I’ll tell you why it is I’m right.
Whenever a skinny person raves to a fat person about how they need to lose
weight, this inevitably follows. They’re called a name or made to feel inferior,
feelings are hurt, the fat person retreats and he/she becomes depressed. We’re
discriminated against for outward appearances and then shunned for it, left to
hate ourselves.
I seem to recall another similar situation where that happened.
Oh, yeah. Segregation.
Unfortunately for us fatties, we don’t have the loop hole of being born that
way. Which, on the end of blacks, makes it even more unfair, but on our end, just
drives the knife even deeper. Because, invariably, the idea that is planted is that
this ‘condition’, this ‘sickness’, is nothing but a tomb of our own making. It’s our
fault, because we don’t do anything about it. There are no steps taken to make a
change, which skinny people will tell you is all too easy.
Which leads me to this next topic for your consideration.
Fear of skinny people.
Now that sounds utterly ridiculous, doesn’t it? Why would anyone be scared
of thin people? Seems completely bogus, right? Well, lets break that down even
further, if we can.
I have been overweight my entire life. From the time I hit eight years old, I
started to gain weight quickly and never managed to get it off. It was very hard
to be overweight my entire life. No one ever looked at me like I was normal or
that I had feelings. I was shunned, glared at, made fun of, and cried my eyes out
for years over it. Even something as simple as acceptance seemed impossible
to obtain. And the simple matter was that it had nothing to do with me, but

everything to do with how I looked.
Despite this, I think that at twenty three years old, I’ve turned into a wonderful
person. I’m very intelligent, kind and all around I like myself very much, minus the
weight problem. I may have an overly inflated sense of self, since I like myself
very much, but I always thought I genuinely rocked. So, I was never as bad off as
some in that respect, despite the manifold emotional problems that resulted from
years of mental abuse.
However, despite this elevated self-image, I always had skinny people bearing
down on me, especially my older sister, who never really struggled with having
friends or being heavy, though she wasn’t a stick by any means. And while I saw
the good qualities that made those people so unique and wonderful, there was
always the underlying truth that I was fat, and they were not. It was a constant
undercurrent of pity and disdain that I’ve lived with all my life. Because of this,
which many overweight people know to be true, it only stands to reason that
there would be some animosity toward them. Skinny begins to be associated with
anger and prejudice, shallow emotions and no deeper level of kindness. It may
not sound like something logical, because it most certainly is not. But emotions,
I’ve found, never follow any logical sequence.
Now, since I’ve already established that I like myself a lot, my personality that
is, why would I want to change myself? Seems another useless question, but
it holds true for those of this particular situation. As a person, bar any physical
problems, I genuinely like myself. I like being inside my head and hearing my
own thoughts. I’m very intelligent and can figure out pretty much any problem that
comes my way. In college, my literature major comes to me quite naturally. I also
happen to think that I’m quite charming and sweet. My cynicism and sarcasm
are swift and witty. I can trade quips with the best of them and I’m tenaciously
stubborn about things I’m passionate for. Why would I want to change that?
So many people don’t even want to look in the mirror in the morning, skinny or
otherwise. So, why mess up a good thing by changing into a skinny bitch?
The response that I’ve always gotten from that question has always been that
my personality wouldn’t change just because I lost the weight. Because, logically,
my pants size should have no effect on my personality, right?
Despite the logic in that statement, it’s wrong.
When a person has been exposed to a certain type of treatment in their lives
by one type of person, it makes him or her start to think that all of the people of
that type are that way. It may not seem like something that people do, but it’s
simple psychology. Humans are prone to believing what they see and experience
before anything else. If I told you that elephants were pink, you wouldn’t believe
me, because you know empirically that they’re gray. This is part of knowledge
and experience that many philosophers have proven. No matter what I tell you is
true, you will continue to believe that which experience and your upbringing
believe to be true. It’s sort of what makes humanity such a pain, since
there is next to no way to change people’s mind on the core beliefs
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Still not convinced? Let me try another example.
You’ve spent your entire life around – to throw out a random stereotype –
white people who are lazy. That’s all you’ve ever seen. Sure, there were one or
two that weren’t and worked hard, but, by majority, you’ve always seen white
people who don’t want to work and throw it off on someone else. So, what do you
think of white people? Naturally, you think they’re all lazy and don’t work at all.
Not much of mental leap, right?
So, if like me, you’ve spent your whole life around skinny people that are
constantly mean to you, who berate and condemn you, despite one or two that
are kind, you begin to think that all of them are. So, the perception that follows
is that skinny people are all mean and cruel to everyone else. So, therefore,
if I were to lose all the excess weight I’m carrying, the next mental leap would
be that I would become like them. I would make the transition into being skinny
and, as a result, become vapid, shallow and cruel. Which begs the question in
my mind, why would I want to become someone like that? Why would I want to
become cruel and mean to others simply based on how they look?
Now, many would say that this mental leap here is completely unfounded
and that just by losing weight, one could never truly change their personality.
Well, yeah, I would admit that I would still be the witty, intelligent and all-around
wonderful person that I am today at three hundred pounds. But let me ask you
this. When the focus of one’s life is changed from the introspective self to the
physical self, as follows when you turn toward losing weight and that becomes a
large factor in your life, what are the things that become important when that shift
is made? Naturally, one would find themselves focusing on what clothes they
buy, playing up their hair and looking more specifically for those physical traits
you find attractive in a partner. The focus turns off of the moral, emotional, and
mental growth that are so important for being a well rounded and good person.
As a result, the self that has been created suffers from this neglect and withers.
I have experienced the resulting shift in balance in life too many times to
count and have discovered that any unbalance in the life leads to anguish and
invariably allows every part of life to suffer. And while this sort of balance can be
reclaimed, the shift for someone that has found a certain level of balance with
their current circumstances can be unspeakably hard. This is even more true
when you consider that the physical aspects of their lives have changed.
But not only is this level of balance hard to achieve when something so
drastically changes, our lives offer no solace for those who are endeavoring to
make this change at all. While the emotional and mental side of the game is hard
to grasp and overcome, more so than anyone outside the experience could ever
know, there is another part to it that acts as both an obsessive stimulant and an
impassible deterrent to even stepping foot on the path to a ‘cure.’
In our society, it is not permissible to be overweight, ugly or imperfect. We,
women more so than anyone, are expected to be perfect. Flawless skin, tight
bodies and symmetrical faces; to exude that unobtainable beauty that exemplifies
the American ideal. From the time we are small, we are inundated with the

picture of the perfect woman – person – being this elegant, pretty, sexy diva that
knows all the brands to wear and all the ways to move. That – not a moral or
mental ideal – is what little girls see as the perfect example of what they should
be.
There has always been the idea implanted in people’s heads that the only way
to be all they could be was to change their bodies into doll-like poise with nothing
significant lingering between their ears. Probably explains why America is so low
on the totem pole of intelligence across the globe.
But getting back to the point at hand, it really shapes our minds; the way
Americans see the body. Did you know that the rate of suicide attempts is double
among obese teenagers verses average weight teenagers? It’s true. And guess
why?
Because their entire lives, they are told that they have to be one certain
way to mean anything to anyone. People make fun of them, stare at them like
a pariah the minute any morsel of food gets near them and try anything in their
power to bring them down as fast as possible. Just because they are overweight,
they are allocated to the rank of second-class citizen and given not even the
basic rights of a human being. Which we know to be freedom to be happy; fair
and equal treatment and the most basic level of human kindness.
This ridiculous ideal is what we are expected to be, come hell or high surgical
costs. Plastic surgery has become the norm for people, whether it be breast
augmentation or pec implants. Both men and women feel the pressure of scaling
an impassable mountain toward perfection. As a result, the only way to feel worth
anything is to be part of the revolution of scalpels and skin cream.
And I cannot describe the utter devastation that I feel living in this society,
knowing that just because I look differently than others, that I’m a social outcast,
made fun of, discriminated against and have been made to feel that I am subhuman.
The true crux of this argument lies not in the emotional and mental scars that
I’ve accrued over the past twenty-three years of living, but the overwhelming
irony of the entire situation. If I weren’t living in the middle of this cosmic cluster
fuck, then I would probably be laughing like a maniac over it.
Our society hates fat people, right? Not hard to figure out on your own, and
I’ve amply stated this fact over and over. The media throw the image of stick thin
skeletons as our ideal and weight loss regiments are at an all-time high. Every
other day there is a new idea on the scene about ‘Lose Ten Pounds in Ten Days’
and ‘How to Burn Fat Faster’ as if it is the cure-all of the world. Magazines litter
the stands at drug stores proclaiming these miracle cures. I’ve counted upwards
of ten different weight loss ideas on the covers of magazines in a five foot radius
of the cash register. And the funniest part of that observation?
It sits right next to the candy displays.
Does that make no sense to anyone else?
I remember for a period of time my sister and mother were crazy
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Off, etc. They watched them all the time. And, by extension, I was forced to watch
personal trainers yell at the unfortunate fatties that obviously couldn’t take care
of themselves, were lazy and never did a damn thing with their lives. They were
obviously the lowest rung of society and had to be saved by the all-knowing,
generous skinny people that deigned to acknowledge their existence.
I hope you caught the sarcasm there. Cause it was thicker than my thighs.
The funny part of this was the commercials that aired during this weight loss
show were all centered around food. Dairy Queen, Red Lobster, Burger King,
McDonald’s and the like. Once again, I wonder, where is the sense in that? I
can’t find it.
But the real point behind what I’m talking about is that this society is so
demented and intrinsically flawed that I would never willingly want to join. Why
would I want to follow a country – a world? – that does such an abominable thing
as hate people for something as stupid as how they look? And seek to tear down
humans through deplorable means and social stigma just to propagate an over
idealized form and make their own situations seem just a hair more bearable.
Because if someone else is wrong, that just makes them more right.
The result?
People begin to hate to leave their homes. If they go outside, they are going
to be subject hateful stares, looks of disgust, and, the worst, people whispering
behind their backs about how disgusting, lazy and repulsive they obviously are.
They fear the outside world, because it is unfeeling and harsh, more so than it is
to thin people. The workplace becomes an evil they must bear to survive day to
day. Eating becomes a hateful, inescapable experience when the world’s eyes
are always trained on you. But you can’t avoid it. Contrary to popular belief, fat
people have to eat to survive, just like skinny people. So, in all of these cases,
the activities are a torment, but unavoidable if one wants to keep living.
It’s quite sad when you think about it. Not only are we subject to having a
harder time everyday due to the hardships that come with just physically being
overweight, but we also have to live through being hated for this thing that has
happened to us.
Now, please let me be understood. I don’t advocate doing nothing about this
‘problem’ and I use that term very loosely. I am all for programs that help others
lose weight and help them change their lifestyles. It’s a good thing to improve
others’ lives and to encourage healthy living. Don’t think that I’m saying we
shouldn’t try. I want people to be healthy, happy and balanced in their emotions,
minds and bodies.
But the reality is that society doesn’t try to help people with weight problems.
Sure, there are several organizations that try to help, but the overall picture
that we overweight people are shown is one of inferiority and shame. It’s not ‘You
need to become this to be good’, necessarily, but ‘This is what is beautiful and
you’ll never become this.’ This conclusion isn’t just from the idealized forms we
see every day, but in the very fabric of our society.
Now, remember when I was talking about the contradictions of weight loss

side by side with food and sweets? Well, this is part of American society.
Our country is one of over indulgence, where the money is huge, the success
is astronomical and the portions are out of control. We do everything, bigger,
better and longer than anyone else. It’s part of being American. We buy and
consume. That’s what we do. Our entire economy operates on the idea of supply
and demand, which has led to us being the world’s only true super power on
the planet. But it has also led to a gluttonous society. We are told to overdo it on
everything.
And then we’re surprised when half the country is overweight.
Anyone else shaking their heads yet?
It is a product of this society that we are simultaneously hating in a vicious
cycle of cause and effect. It is this very cycle that prevents people from becoming
the ideal we spout by making food the standard of happiness, wrapping people
in the idea of needing to eat to be happy, then hating the product of such a
message, unchecked by any concept of restraint or moderation.
So, not only is there the problem of hating the thing that we want to become,
fearing the change it would create in ourselves, but also the inability to get there
because of a fatally flawed society, who is constantly hounding us with how
inferior and worthless we are.
And if you’ve been overweight your whole life, like I’ve been, then the situation
is even more complex and painful.
I’ve already said that change is hard. Even changing simple things about your
life is difficult. Major things? Dear God, the thought alone is daunting.
But the real thing that makes such a change seem like a dream is the idea of
being skinny. Not the mental or emotional, which I’ve already admitted would be
hard to conceive. But the physical idea of being skinny is hard to imagine when
you’ve never been there. You don’t have any frame of reference for feeling that
way. There is no knowledge to make it seem doable. And I am a person who likes
to know where I’m going.
I’ve spent my whole life with some idea of where I’ll be when I do something. I
go to the store, I have an idea of the feeling of being there, the sights I’ll see and
what I will do when I get there. Grab a cart, put things in, try to remember to get
milk and then go to the cashier. She scans the products, gives me a total and I
hand her the money. Simple, easy, and predictable.
But I have no frame to base this new experience on. There are no books to
read about what skinny feels like, no outline of what to expect, and no notion of
how I’ll be perceived when I get there. That’s the problem with never being skinny
and trying to get there. I’m afraid, not only of becoming that which I’ve come
to hate, but of moving toward something that I have no knowledge of. It’s like
walking into a field, but you have no idea of what’s in that field. Flowers? Could
be. Mines? Maybe. Dancing gnomes? Who the hell knows? I sure don’t.
How do I know that I’ll like it?
I know that sounds like yet another ‘duh’ question, but seriously.
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been even close? The only thing that I have to base it on is my friends and family.
But what do you say when you want to know? “What does skinny feel like?” You
might get a strange look and a vague answer, but there’s nothing concrete that
can help you.
How do I know that I’ll be any more happy being skinny than I am overweight?
Would it really make all the difference in my life and make all my dreams come
true? Frankly, I don’t know.
This step, this struggle, is all a move toward something that I can’t fathom.
All this work, uncertainty and hardship is going toward something that I have no
knowledge of. And for me, that’s the really scary part. And I think that it goes back
to the idea of fear of skinny people.
What changes will I go through on this journey? How will I change? How will I
ever know if the friends I made after losing the weight are there for me, or if they
just like me because I’m not fat anymore? How will I know? Do my friend and
family want me to slim down because it will make me happier, or is it because it
makes it easier for them to love me? To like me? To look at me?
I don’t know sometimes. There is always that doubt that eats at you when you
ask those questions. Is my weight everything that they see? Do they see the real
me?
Do they see Kalauren McMillan, twenty-three, brown hair and blue eyes who
loves classical literature and comic books and spends way too much money at
Barnes and Noble? Resident puppy mommy to a two year old pomapoo and
theatre lover? Confirmed computer geek who loves to write?
What is it that they see?
Three hundred pound food addict that can’t walk around the block without
loosing her breath? Woman who has tried every diet only to fail? Failure as a
daughter and sister?
I think I know sometimes, then it slips and I worry again.
Will I ever know for certain?

human nature
Sharain White
Innocent as a dove; floating through the crisp winter air.
Silent as the waves, sneaking up upon the shores.
Beautiful like a full moon when the sky is clear.
Gentle as the rain, ripping a puddle while it pours.
Peaceful as the wind’s breeze on a hot summer day.
Still as a rose, ready to be pick.
Calm like the sun’s beaming ray.
Relaxing, while the clocks tick.
Eyes bright and grey, like fog, on a spring morning.
Long, black hair just like a narrow river.
Skin smoother than cold lotion, soft and lathering.
Softer than a warm blanket that melts the quiverer.
Slowly inhaling as the wind blows on an autumn night.
While watching something beautiful grow,
As the twinkling stars shine big and bright.
Making a wish that she will always know,
My love and affection will always show
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the relativity of temperature and life
Gena Plumley
Heat
Spreading over my skin, slowly warming me
Kissing the places where freckles will grow
Caressing my face with the sun’s warm rays
Creating a flush of epithelial tissue
But as it builds and builds
and burns and burns
it becomes unstoppable
And the sweat trickles down my back and over my spine,
culminating in the dimples etched in my lower back
and as it lingers, i shiver, and suddenly i am...
Cold
Halting, freezing, suspending us in time
It strokes not my skin; instead, coats my lungs in a frosty layer of condensate
I bulk myself with clothing,
hoping to escape the cold grasp of Winter,
as sleepy and dead as Summer is warm and alive
And in my search for what has been,
I find it enclosed in a friendly hand
holding a mug of warmth and love .
In my stark delight at finding the light,
I realize what I forgot:
In our dark and coldest times
There still is warmth and light.

the homeless man
Drayton Hammes
November was right around the corner. A chilly, Chicago wind stirred up
and slapped me in the face, whipping my jacket open and exposing my skin to
nature’s mercy. That wind reeked of the promise of snow. I pulled my jacket back
tight around my neck and thought back on the countless times I’d seen and lived
through a Chicago winter. Having been around for three quarters of a century,
I felt a sense of pride well up inside me at that fact. Just then, a strong gust of
wind blew, reminding me that there was no place for pride in this world. Not in my
world at least.
Walking down 57th, I soaked in my surroundings. People everywhere bustled
about their business like bees in a hive. How boring, how miserably boring it must
be to have so much. I had it like that once, but the life of an ant lost its appeal.
A faint whiff of death crept up and stung my nostrils. Nobody else seemed to
notice, but after all why should they? Years spent sitting in heated houses in
front of televisions or stereos, driving air conditioned cars, and lying on thousand
dollar mattresses hardly refines the senses. But years of honing mine in a killor-be-killed environment proved to be very useful. I followed the trail, picking up
my pace. I walked past a drug dealer who got in my face with promises of the
greatest high of my life. “Peddle your wares elsewhere boy,” I growled, spitting
out what saliva sat in my mouth. Death got stronger now, hitting me full on in the
face. He was close.
Some ways past the liquor store I turned down a dark alley, but without
hesitating I walked in. A passing car’s lights invaded the alleyway, allowing me to
spot a man lying against the familiar brick. He reeked of soiled underwear and
looked about as fat as a string of wire. Working in swift, determined motions, I
pulled off his jacket, pants, and scarf, pulling them on myself as I went. That’s
wrong. Ignoring the Voice that spoke to me, I took the rough-stitched hat off his
head and wondered at my luck. “This could very well save my life this winter,”
I said aloud to the walls that seemed to hem me in. The walls have eyes and
ears. “But they don’t fuckin’ talk now do they?” Making one last round of the
dead man’s grave, I found a .45 magnum handgun in his grocery cart beneath a
stack of old newspaper. “Now how the hell did you come across this?” I shoved
it in my coat and left the alleyway, trying to ignore the Voice pleading in my head
repeatedly,
he deserves a burial...he deserves a burial...he deserves a burial.
December was right around the corner. Cold bit into my bones, steeling my
entire body. “You gotta keep movin,” I thought, standing up and performing an
old man’s excuse for a run. Snow littered the ground like a soft blanket,
but its presence constantly loomed like Death’s shadow in a hospital.
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life. Some guy up above opened his window (moans and screams burst from his
lady friend every so often). Dogs barked. A car screeched. People bustled about
in a frenzy. This was my sound machine—the nightlife of a homeless man living
in the Windy City. They say New York City never sleeps. The same can be said of
Chicago.
I took a deep whiff of the frosty night air. It smelled of dirt, sex, pollution,
and garbage. I looked into a third floor apartment across the way with my
binoculars—2:15 in the morning, time for dinner.
***
David, Eric, Andrew, Ted and Hammer sat in the booth at the far end of
the bar. They had been taking shots all night in celebration of simply another
Saturday night. They all wore white dress shirts, casually opened down the
middle, spotted with liquor stains and cigarette burns. Ties hung loosely and
coats and jackets lay strewn over backs of chairs. They joked back and forth,
barely comprehending what the others were saying. Stale cigarette smoke hung
in the air. Eric checked his watch, 1:50 a.m. The bartender gave the call for last
drinks. One more round, Andrew called. The group of five “shot” ‘em down. They
all rose from the table, slung their jackets on, and walked out into the cold. They
walked and joked and cursed and fell and stood up and walked and cursed and
fell again. Ted wondered aloud if anyone knew where they were going.
Everyone stopped.
They all realized they weren’t anywhere they recognized. David spotted an old
homeless man roasting a pot of beans over a small fire.
“Hey! Over...over here, hic, boys.”
They made their way over, flicking off the car that nearly ran over a stumbling
Ted.
“Old man, where is 60th street?” Silence. Hammer began to shout as if the old
man was deaf and not five feet from them. “Ay bucko! Do you know who we are?
The most promising up and comers in the University of Chicago Law School. I’d
suggest you point us on our way.” At this, the old man turned his face, displaying
a series of scars and scabs most certainly earned in numerous knife fights.
“This isn’t a good place to be for people of your type,” he remarked slowly.
“Any direction you take would be wise. But I’d suggest leaving quickly before
some of my...associates...get hungry.”
David laughed aloud, “Your warnings are meaningless monster. Our fathers
would have you all thrown in jail. And by the looks of ya, you won’t be payin’ any
bond money now will ya?” Hammer walked over and flashed the handle of his
9mm Beretta that sat crookedly behind his belt. “Now, I’ll ask you one more time.
Where is 60th street?” The homeless man barely reacted to the gesture. He
quietly told them right this and left that and the five friends all exchanged some
quiet, knowing looks. They turned and left.

***
I grew tired of these kids and their pompous ways. But it would be easier to
just indulge ‘em and see ‘em off. I turned back to my dinner, stirring roughly to
mix beans and brown. I’ve always loved beans and brown, as an old colleague
had once called it. I shivered all over. The low for the year had hit tonight and my
legs felt like stone.
Maybe that’s why I couldn’t feel the bullet at first. I looked down to see a
blotch of black, red-tinted liquid spreading rapidly from my lower left leg. I just
stared for a moment in disbelief. Then, pain finally tore into my nerves and I
screamed. I screamed like I’d screamed so many painful times before. That
scream that isn’t a holy-shit-I’m fucked scream, but rather a here-we-go-again
scream. Laughter and hateful curses surrounded me simultaneously. It all
sounded like gibberish, almost comical, as if I was at the circus. I began to smile,
but then a foot met my smile and I was jerked back into reality.
“Low-lifes and leeches on society like you don’t deserve to live!”
“Homeless scum!”
“My boy Hammer here hates you hobos. Says killin’ ya wouldn’t even go
noticed by the cops.”
I curled up into a ball, but only to be spread limb to limb as if making an “x”
shape. Four of the boys held each end of me and the one they called Hammer
stepped over me waving his gun with a crooked smile. My world began to go
dark. The last thing I remember was each boy taking turns urinating on my
beaten, blood-soaked body.
I awoke to cold and frost seeping into my wounds. Hurrying, I recalled my
jungle training back to me and set about removing the bullet lodged deep in my
leg. Hospitals never suited me with their perfect white walls that betrayed the
dark reality of its occupants.
I began to remember the night before. Hatred rose up in me hotter than
any hell the loonies had made up. I gathered up my things and hid them in a
hole. I covered them with multiple cement blocks, making sure to place others
elsewhere to throw off potential scavengers. I limped my way down 57th to a
drug dealer.
“Percocets, 5 of ‘em.” He had obviously forgotten me from the day before
because he not so much as looked at me twice. I paid him the money I had been
saving up for my bus ticket. But the pain was becoming unbearable and throwing
away months of hard scavenging for temporary relief seemed like a good choice
at the time.
I couldn’t help but notice the Voice had left me. Only the Rage remained.
Normally I’d be fumbling for an excuse to justify the drugs. But after last night,
rage was my rationale. It consumed me.
Immediately, I set about my business. Maybe it was the pills, or
maybe it was my determination but all these things seemed to
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the clerk at the Chicago Law School that my nephew had just enrolled and
I needed his phone number. I scanned the student directory and to my luck,
Hammer was that boy’s real name. I called him and said I had a pizza delivery.
“I didn’t order any pizza,” Hammer answered, clearly exasperated with this
massive inconvenience.
“This isn’t 2539 North Kedzie Boulevard?”
“No dammit this is 2846 Milwaukee. Do those numbers sound similar to you?
No wonder you’re a damn delivery boy.”
Click.
I waited five long days and four sleepless nights.
***
“Bring me another beer will ya?” David, Eric, Andrew, Teddy and Hammer
all sat around in a large room with their law school books open, drinking and
studying.
“Why don’t you get one? It’s my apartment,” responded Hammer. He got up
anyway and grabbed five longnecks from the fridge. They sat there in silence,
soaking up knowledge from their texts and scribbling notes. The occasional slurp
from a bottle sent ripples through the quiet. Pens etched fervently on paper. The
small portable heater hummed. The sporadic itch was scratched. Papers turned.
Pens etched. Papers turned. Pens etched.
Dong!
The antique grandfather clock sounded off indicating it was one o’clock.
Everyone’s heartbeat soared at the disrupted silence. Muttered curses from all.
They resumed their studying. Peace and quiet returned. Papers began flipping,
pens began etching, and the low hum of the heater covered the quiet footsteps
coming down the hallway. Eric sat intent on his text. He glanced up for a moment
and back down again not giving a thought to the dark silhouette standing in the
doorway. Hammer got up and went to the bathroom. As he stood there over the
toilet, eyes closed, drifting slowly towards sleep, he felt a touch on the back of
his neck and then two hands seemingly dipped in ice throttled his throat. He tried
to squirm and shake but squirm and shake was all he could manage. The pair
of hands wrapped like iron around his windpipe, cutting off the warm flow of air.
He reached for the 9mm he always carried on his person but stopped when he
realized he left it on the kitchen table. His body began to lose oxygen. Too much
oxygen. He felt weaker and weaker, his throat being caved in by the freezing cold
hands of death. His eyes bulged and his body gave one last shudder as life was
released from his body.
David was gathering up empty beer bottles when he saw a homeless man
dragging the lifeless body of Hammer into the room with one hand while holding
a gun in the other. He ordered the four students in a raspy, deep voice—not the
same voice that had come out the other night—to sit in a circle on the ground.
He gagged and tied them up. Then, he just stood there for an hour, swaying back

and forth, occasionally muttering something under his breath. He left the room
and they heard the shower start. All four boys struggled and squirmed trying to
somehow break loose and get away. But it was all in vain. The homeless man
returned with a fresh scent, clean skin, and a look of wild satisfaction.
***
I strolled into the main room where I had the boys tied up, whistling my
favorite nursery rhyme “Row, Row, Row Your Boat.”
I stuck the gun into each boy’s face one at a time and made each one repent to
God for his misdoings the previous Saturday. They said they didn’t know what I
was talking about, that Saturday they couldn’t remember anything.
“Repent!”
They all squeaked out “sorry” this and “we have money” that with pleading,
soaking wet eyes. I was amused at their squirming and desperate pleas.
The Rage had full control.
“Good good. Hahaha this should teach you that all actions have
consequences. Every fuckin’ one of ‘em.” I left. I left the apartment feeling
cleaner than I had in years. The Voice in my head that had persisted for so long
had finally ceased, replaced by a calm, intelligent Rage. But somehow, I felt like
I’d forgotten something.
“Ah!”
I casually walked back into the apartment.
“Boys, one last lesson. God doesn’t exist.”
I shot four carefully placed bullets into their skulls one by one.
***
Bobby Carpenter strolled down the sidewalk, hands in pockets, thinking
about the news of his latest promotion. He got lost gazing into the heavens and
accidentally ran into an old man sitting on the sidewalk. Bobby looked down to
see a brownish goop peppered with beans sloshed all over his expensive, leather
shoes.
“What the fuck old man?” he said and kicked the steaming hot slop of
brownish goo all over the old man’s scarred face. He continued on his way as if
nothing had happened, ignoring the guttural curses of pain from behind him.
Later that night, as Bobby and his wife tucked away quietly into bed, they
didn’t hear the footsteps walking in tune to “Row, Row, Row Your Boat.” They
didn’t see the dark silhouette standing in their doorway. And they were fast
asleep when the icy cold clutches of Death claimed them as his own.
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through their eyes
Trina Higgins
My feet are as flat as boards
My little curves last for days
My hair is curly and springy and wiry
It recoils and kinks and waves
My skin is as dark as a chocolate bar
The color of earth rich and new
My nose and eyes wide
But I’m still not surprised
That I can’t be beautiful too.
My mind is a tool. So quick and so witty
My words twist and turn on the spot.
My words are my proof
Of my strength, smarts, and youth.
So how come you tell me I’m not?
My spirit is just as filthy as yours
My life full of strife, sin, and care.
But when asked who is purest
I’m surely the surest
That I won’t be treated as fair.
I’m as dainty as a little bird
And soft in arms and in hands
But because of my skin
This condition I’m in
My attitude matches a man.
Don’t you feel bad on my account
Don’t you hate how I generalize.
But they knew it from birth
Of how little I’m worth
How a dark girl is seen through their eyes.

to aislin, continued
Alicia Lee Farley
Now you’re a man of the 9-5,
Caught in the day-to-day white collar
Office dull-drum, barely alive.
Well, to me, at least.
We used to talk of stars,
Magic, philosophy,
Wondrous things, never bars
To happiness and pleasantry.
I miss the one I called Aislin.
But now I’m waiting,
Waiting, day-out and day-in,
Left alone and wondering—
Alone here on this balcony
I sit as a monument upon the railing,
Lost in reminiscent reverie
Of the nights we were star-sailing.
Now there’s a benign neglect,
A stagnant rift I fumble to find
Pieces to bridge and to us connect.
Where is the beauty of your mind?
For a while you buzzed the tuning fork,
But slowly the handle passed to me.
Though now I myself make it work,
It was you who helped me believe.
I reflect and lament for the times lost,
Our night talks and our flirtatious wiles,
And struggle to hold on to them at my own cost,
For now we two are distant and enisled.
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who,s gonna take care of mama when i die?
Alice Setzer
I’ve had her for twelve years. She’s really no trouble. She just sits there yeah, I guess that’s what you could say. I’ll never forget that day the police officer
came to my door. The kids and I were playing in the yard when a black ‘n white
pulled up to our house. Police cars in that neighborhood weren’t so unusual, but
I’d never been in trouble with the police so I couldn’t see why they would be in
my yard.
“Mama? Why is there a policeman in our yard?” my six year old daughter
asked.
“I don’t know, honey,” I replied. “He’s probably lost and wanting help with
an address.” At least I hoped that was all he wanted. Still, I kept thinking about
everything I had done the last few weeks, making sure no one had a reason to
call the police.
“How about you go help your brother ride his tricycle down the driveway?” I
asked my daughter, Sarah. “You know he loves it when you play with him.”
“But why me?” I heard her whine as I began walking to the front of the house.
“Are you Melissa Bachman?” the policeman asked. He was an older man; he
had a mustard stain on the front of his shirt and he looked done in. I knew how
he felt, minus the mustard stain.
“Yes, officer, I’m Melissa Bachman. Can I help you?”
“Ma’am, I hate to be the one to tell you this, but your mother died yesterday.
You are listed as the next of kin....”
Did I just hear him right? My mother? How long has it been since I’ve seen
her? Four years? Five Years? Did he say next of kin?
“Ma’am? I am sorry for your loss.”
It took me a minute to come back to reality. By that time my four year old son,
Jack, was tugging on my leg, whispering, “Mommy, ask him if I can see his gun!”
“No, honey, now run along and play,” I said pushing him away from the man
with the gun. “Sarah, can you come get your brother?!”
“I’m sorry, Officer...?”
“Allkars. Colin Allkars.”
“Officer ... Allkars? I’m sorry. Did you say my mother died? Are you sure? My
mother is Ms. Bette Sawyer. She lives in North Carolina.” But even as I said it, I
somehow knew it was true.
“Yes ma’am. We were contacted by the Simpkins City Police Department this
morning. They said she passed away sometime in the night. They didn’t say what
of. Here is the number of the funeral home where her body is. I am truly sorry
ma’am. Do you need anything else?”
He was standing there shifting from foot to foot.
“No, thank you, officer,” I said.

“Well, here is my number if you need any more information....” He handed me
a slip of paper:

OffIcer colin allkars
852-673-5422
I smiled. His name really was Colin Allkars.
The next day I left my kids with my father and stepmother and I drove the
three hours to North Carolina.
***
The death of Bette Sawyer wasn’t distressing to me. My mother left me when
I was three years old. I didn’t see her again until I was fourteen and for those
eleven years I thought she was dead. One day my Granny decided it was time
I knew the truth, so she invited my mother over for lunch. She called me at my
friend’s house up on the hill - told me to come home because there was a person
she wanted me to meet. I took my time walking home. I wasn’t in a hurry to meet
any of Granny’s old friends. They always pinched and squeezed me too much.
When I came in the house, I saw a woman sitting at the kitchen table. She was
young and pretty. She looked a little familiar, but I didn’t think I knew her.
“Come here, baby,” Granny said as she reached for me to sit beside her.
“There’s someone here I want you to meet.” I looked at the stranger across the
table and she smiled at me.
“Hello,” I said.
“Honey..., this is your mama.”
I looked at Granny’s face to see if she was joking.
“No, this can’t be my mama,” I replied. “My mama died in a house fire while I
was in the orphanage. Remember?”
“Well, baby. That’s not exactly true. Your daddy let you believe that’s what
happened, but it didn’t. You see, when her house burned down, somehow you
started believin’ she died in that fire. We... well, they never wanted to tell you
different. I thought it was time for you ...”
I stopped listening. I looked at the stranger again. She did look a little familiar.
Granny said, “Well, now that that’s outta the way, how about some lunch? I
made some stew meat and potatoes. Bette, would you like some tea? Melissa,
go pour your mama some tea and grab the grape jelly for the biscuits.”
***
Two hours into the drive, I got hungry; the rain had been pelting the windshield
and the swish, swish of the wipers had made me drowsy, so I pulled over to get
something to eat. There was only one other customer in the diner when I walked
in; I sat in a corner booth and ordered the breakfast special. The waitress
called out my order to the cook and brought me my coffee. The rain
hadn’t let up much, so I decided to take my time eating. It wasn’t like
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***
After I met my mother, I tried to resurrect our relationship. One December, I
told my parents I was going to spend my Christmas break with Mama.
“Why would you do that?” my stepmother asked. “She wasn’t in your life for
fourteen years. Now, all of a sudden, you want her to be? She didn’t want you
before, what makes you think she wants you now?”
“I am sixteen years old and I have never had a Christmas with my real mama.
How can you stand there and talk about her like that? You don’t even know her!”
The sad thing was she was right. That Christmas I sat there and watched my
mother drink herself into a stupor. After she passed out, I watched A Christmas
Story on T.V. and fed her cat popcorn. She never opened my present.
But I stayed on that roller coaster with her for twenty-two years - until that day
in June.
Mama was in the hospital after having had quadruple by-pass surgery. Two
days after the surgery her best friend, Ruth Ann, called me.
“She told me not to let you know. She is really depressed and her doctor
thought a visit from you might help her. Could you come tomorrow?” I told her I
would be there.
When I walked into Mama’s room, she looked at me and started screaming,
“Why the hell are you here? I didn’t want to see anybody! I hope you don’t think
you’re getting the key to my apartment! I have too much money hidden in there. I
know how you work, you’ll take it all!”
I froze, inside and out, as her words pelted me. Then I simply turned around
and walked out. I learned later that her medication had made her hallucinate and
she thought I was from the nursing home. But, somehow, I didn’t care anymore. I
couldn’t care anymore.
She never tried to contact me and I never tried to contact her. I think it was
five years ago, because Sarah had just turned one.
***
I paid the waitress and got back into the car. The rain had stopped and
the drive to the mortuary went by fast. I pulled into the parking lot of a ranchstyle brick building bordered with perfectly manicured boxwoods. There was a
walkway leading to an immense wooden door flanked on both sides with potted
fichus trees.
I smiled. Mama liked fichus trees.
The funeral director was waiting on me in the foyer - he must have seen me
drive up.
“Ms. Bachman?” he said as he offered me his hand. “I’m Lester Adams. We
spoke on the phone. How very nice to meet you. I hope your drive was pleasant.”
“Hello, Mr. Adams. Nice to meet you, too. And yes, the drive was pleasant
enough. The rain finally stopped this side of Newton.”
“Excellent! Let me say, I am terribly sorry for your loss. I knew your mother
for years. She was a fine woman. I used to see her every morning at the Little
Cricket before she retired. She was always so nice to the customers. Had she

been sick for long?”
“Uh, I’m not sure,” I stammered. “We hadn’t been in touch for several years.”
“Right. Well, if you’ll follow me... we’ll go and work out the arrangements.”
He led me into a sizeable room and asked me to sit down at a long table.
There were twelve seats; he chose the seat on the end.
“As you know, your mother requested to be cremated, but sometimes the
family feels differently. How would you like to take care of Ms. Sawyer?”
The room was plain. There were no pictures of children playing in sundrenched fields of daisies or a silhouetted couple walking down the beach at
sunset. One day my daughter will be sitting in a plain room across from a tall,
dark man in a suit making arrangements for me. Will she be crying? Or will she
want to just get it over with, like I want to right now?
“If my mother wanted to be cremated, then that is what I want.”
He hands me an itemized statement for the cremation costs. The final cost is
$1250.
“This is only an estimated cost. If you notice, Ms. Bachman, there is no
provision for an urn. That will be an additional charge. But we have several
affordable and stylish designs....”
He slid a catalog across the table. I flipped through it pretending to be
interested.
Am I seeing this right? $325. For metal Tupperware?
I closed the catalog and slid it back across the table.
“I think the basic cremation package will be just fine,” I said. “When the estate
is settled I’ll pay you.”
“We require payment before services are provided.”
“I’m sorry, I can’t. I don’t have that kind of money - I’m a single mom with two
kids. And I’m unemployed right now.”
His face looked panic-stricken. “We aren’t... we have no way... We can’t hold
her for more than ten days. After that the state will claim her body.”
I can’t believe it! Where am I going to get twelve hundred dollars?
I looked at the estimated list again: Transportation of cremated remains $500.
“What exactly is ‘Transportation of cremated remains’?” I asked. “Where is the
crematorium?”
“The crematorium is ours; however, it’s located on the other side of town.”
“You don’t say? All the way on the other side of town. Well, what if I picked up
the cremated remains and drove them here? Would that save me $500?”
“We couldn’t allow you to do that, Ms. Bachman. Only qualified security
guards are allowed to transport the cremated remains of loved ones.”
“Yea, I can see how the theft of cremated loved ones would be a problem.
Look, my mother and I didn’t have much of a relationship. To be honest,
we didn’t even have a relationship, so there is no use to play on my
sympathies. I don’t care if the state gets her. If they can afford to
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days.”
I stood up to leave.
“Please, wait, Ms. Bachman!” he said. “Let me see what I can do. Hmmm.
Okay, I can take that off... and that... I’m assuming there will be no service?
Right... well then, that’s really not necessary. Okay. How about $250? Can you
afford that?”
I took out my checkbook and wrote a check for $250. In the memo line I put:
For Mama. I think she would have been proud of how I fought for her. I thought
about that Christmas and wondered if she had ever opened my present.
As I was leaving the room, Mr. Adams told me he would call to let me know
when I could pick up Mama’s remains. I placed a ten dollar bill on the table and
said, “Put her in the mail.”
Mama arrived in a little metal canister inside a 90% post-recycled cardboard
box patterned with little pine trees. I placed her on a shelf in the hall closet where
she is still sitting. I keep meaning to do something with her; I have no clue where
she would want to be scattered. The Little Cricket parking lot was all I could
come up with. One year when I was planting my garden, I told my friends I was
thinking about putting her around the tomatoes. “The calcium would be good for
the plants,” I reasoned. “And besides, she really loved a good tomato sandwich.”
They talked me out of it. I admit, maybe that would have been too cheeky.
Some people believe the dead can hear those still left on Earth. If that is the
case, then in that closet Mama has heard my kids - her grandkids - grow up. She
has heard me laugh and weep and pray and cuss. She has been around in death
more than she ever was in life. I think I’ll bring her out this Christmas. Put her in
a respectable vase. She can sit by the television and we can watch TCM’s movie
marathon of A Christmas Story together. Hell, I may even pour her a drink.

sleep
Nya Marsh
Some days I think about you, then stop myself. Because you think of me as
someone you never knew, so what’s the point of me thinking of you? So I
stop myself. I force the memories of you in the trash to be buried, burned, or
just never found again. I forget that I ever loved you, or even knew you at all
because you’ve seemed to do the same. I go through my day, not thinking of
you, wondering what you’re doing, missing you. I deny the fact that we ever
happened, simply because you’ve chosen to do the same. It’s baffling how you
decide to live on as if months in your life never happened at all. But we all need
to sleep at night, and if that helps you sleep, then
sleep tight.
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pain
Maggie Guinn
it’s the kind of pain
that you carry, balanced on
chest, weighing down your
vital organs. the
kind of pain you feel tear through
your lungs every time
you take a breath. it’s
the kind of pain you really
want to talk about
but you can’t seem to
form the words in your mind in
ways that they will make
sense. the kind of pain
you find at a funeral,
written on every
face present. a pain
that is more real than any
newspaper headline.
the kind of pain, that
when you finally realize
it’s there, cripples you,

paralyzing your
senses to the point where all
you can do is lie
there, listening to
your heart slowly pump blood to
your brain. you can count
on this pain to stick
closer than any friend you’ve
ever known. it won’t
ever let you down.
no matter how hard you try
to push it from your
mind, it will always
find you on the sunniest
day; pulling you d
o
w
n.
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thepsychotherapist
Cody H. Owens
Arms solemnly crossed, I bore my vision into the fool and the new zero-turn
Husqvarna, filthily yet daintily meandering the lawn. For fifteen minutes, this
continues. He perspires profusely as his putrid bottom lip uncurls, leaving his
cavernous mouth agape. My contemptuous stare fuses with each degree of heat
that he fatuously agreed to bare in order to trim the blades of smelting grass
as to fuel his morbid materialism. His body becomes loose, thrashing about
haphazardly with each bump his mowing machine bisects. In moments, it is
apparent he has been afflicted by an inevitable heat stroke and he tumbles vilely
forward where the red mower ceases to travel, but alas it is moments too late; the
beautiful blades have sliced horizontally into his writhing, hopefully guilt-ridden
carcass. Soon, the natural world will have its way and as he has soiled the earth,
so too shall he become soil.
I blink.
The machine roars on, emitting a droning taunt, chopping nonchalantly,
leaving behind less lawn than existed moments prior. For fifteen minutes, this
continues. Bits of mangled blades of grass freckle his upper arms, one of which
he uses to casually wipe his brow. Grasping the door handle with my left hand, I
twist. He continues around the yard, blinking heavily and absurdly to avoid earthobstructed vision. With eyes beaming dauntlessly forth, the singeing soles of my
feet feel every inch of the concrete porch steps as if for the first time. Turning
right, the lawn mower begins heading directly toward me, directed by the rays
of my burning vision. In the unfathomable heat, my right hand is cooled by my
metallic savior. Squinting, he tries to decipher my intentions. Either that, or he is
trying to figure out what I am wielding. It is a shameful moment—one of many—
but an anti-climactic conclusion to a long line of disappointments and failures.
Mere yards away, I tilt my ever-so-slightly smirking head and raise my right arm,
aiming directly into the bridge of his fat fucking nose and I pull the trigger.
I blink.
Uncrossing my arms, I reclaim reality and look through the glass of the front
door into the sun-stained premises. My son is still mowing.
* * *
Leather and loathing, an olfactory treat of a mixture, saturates the air
unbeknownst to the poor fellow in his societal bell jar. We sit and sour. There
is stillness, silence—asphyxiating silence. Degrees and reassuring documents
line the walls. Pseudo-flora shield the room’s corners, accenting the well-chosen

lifelessness in decor. In the mirror, a doctor/patient confidentiality agreement in
the flesh sits like a watercolored Daguerreotype. “... against my temple so cold
and I realized that... I couldn’t take my own life. It—it had already been taken
from me.”
Momentarily, we both fall mute and become molten figments. The fool appears
folded comfortably in the crease of the room to my left. A gray puff and ringing.
Above, a cherry red Jackson Pollock masterpiece, sanguine, sublime, trickles
fresh with gravity while it downwardly drips as if attempting to find again its place
in-vein. The smell of steel and chills.
I blink.
Boredom-induced deafness befalls my ears and I strike preemptively by
ending the session a quarter hour early, yet forty-five minutes too late. I linger
in the oak-legged seat for one last frictional sensation of leather moaning under
the weight of my skin. Slowly I swallow, fists cringing to fingertip-grip the armrest.
My hold tightens so that I practically taste leather. It’s like overcooked squid and
tongue. I welcome the sensory overload, the diversion from the droning rasp of a
self-righteous prick that’s materializing from silence.
I need my meds. If the overt concern that spontaneously erupted on his
face were medicating, I would overdose. Screw him though. Shit. I don’t even
need this! Fuck this! The final squeal of the chair’s tanned hide as I rise. An
empowering static charge flits as I handle—yes...
“Hold my calls.”

* * *
Knee-to-chest, tweezers in hand, I pluck hairs at random from my kneecap
and stuff them delicately along the page 839 binding—Isaiah 5. It’s calming.
It’s ritual. A fetid stench diffuses to the corner of the room where I take refuge. I
inhale. Minuscule blots of burgundy form a bloody constellation, Perseus if I had
to guess. Perhaps not.
Home. The word alone, like a Buddhist incantation, like paced plucking,
relieves tension. I am home. The silence pains me now far worse than any
acerbic intonation but the price I paid to obtain it forms a serene ooze. No more
meds, just meditation. No more daily disquiet. Like a follicle, I mowed it down
and now it lays lifelessly lumped by the glass of the front door on sun-stained
premises.
Time suddenly becomes real to me. I lick the pad of my thumb twice
and proceed to methodically touch each dead hair on the linoleum.
Soon I will be leaving. My patients will not wait long.
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untitled
Trina Higgins
If only my thoughts could
Spill out of my ears
Leaving patterns where I’ve spent.
Or maybe they could leak out of my orifices
And splat and splatter their way into yours
Spill over your door
Maybe then you’d understand.
Or would the workings of my psyche seem foreign to you
And you’d simply put more distance between your mind and mine.
If only my heart could resist resisting
And swell until the festering bag breaks
And by bleeding entrails I could make my confession
It’d mean so much more
In drippy declarations.
Or maybe my heart could climb up the pharynx and slip between my lips
Tip toe back into your life following the line of tear drops from your door to mine.
I doubt you would listen to its words
Spoken in a language you don’t understand
And you’d probably put more distance between your heart and mine.
If only my bones could extend their end
And peaks of pure white could break through fingertips.
My useless skin would slip and ripple
Drop down until I’ve finally gotten away from me.
I’m sure my rickety bones would find you
Clink and clank until they reach your door
Scratch into the wood with sharp and narrow bone
Would you dance with the bits left of me?
Or would the memory of me remain closed to you
And you’d cruelly put more distance between your body and mine.

devil , s agent
Drayton Hammes
He watched her as she rode. He listened to her scream. He saw her thrust
forwards, backwards to the rhythm of the beat. The beat of lust and pleasure.
He leaned closer to the edge of the window sill, peering in at this sweaty, sinconsumed spectacle of the Devil’s handiwork. He backed from the window,
jumped the bush, and strolled around the side of the house to the back yard. His
cell phone vibrated in his pocket. It was his daughter calling for a ride home from
the Saint Christopher’s Christmas pageant.
Not now, God’s work is paramount to all else.
He slid the tiny razor from his pocket and sliced a dog-sized hole in the porch
screen. Slipping through in an unhurried yet deliberate manner, he stuck the
razor back in his pocket and unzipped the bowling ball case he held in his left
hand. He unsheathed a massive cleaver that glistened in the moonlight from
repeated sharpening and daily attention.
“Oh yes!” he heard cried out repeatedly from inside.
Devil, your subjects will not go unpunished.
“Hahaha fool. You’ll be mine soon...mine, mine, mine.” He ignored the Beast’s
whispers and returned to his mission work. The Devil was full of lies and trickery.
But he would not be deterred from God’s will.
The key was under the mat just where he saw him leave it. Unlocking the
door, he eased it open with care and stepped inside the house. Inside, the air felt
muggy and the heat blasted his glasses, fogging them and blinding his vision.
Moans, grunts, and screams emanated down the kitchen-side hallway. He wiped
his glasses and replaced them. The walls were lined with provocative, steamy
pictures of half-nude, perfectly chiseled bodies entangled with each other. Halfempty glasses sat together on the bar table, accompanied by a bottle of French
merlot.
Abusing the drink of the Heavens.
He began to well up inside with anger but took a deep breath. Stifling his
rage, he paced the candlelit hallway’s length to the lovers’ bedroom. The
doorframe revealed a litter of clothes lining the floor in what was
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Loud noises of approving pleasure filled his ears. He stood there watching in
a black, wide-brimmed hat, a priest’s robes draped above tall, black leather boots
with a bowling ball case in one hand and a meat cleaver in the other. His stern
expression betrayed no emotion on his pale, middle-aged face. He placed the
case down, reached in, pulled out a laboratory apron and hung it over his neck.
Tying the strings in the back tight, he heard a shriek.
“Roger! Oh my God! Stop!” the female said, looking at the priest from her
back. Roger slid off her around the far side of the bed.
“Father Samuel, what? What’re you doing here? Did we have a meeting?”
“Hello Roger. You’ve been doing the devil’s work again. I warned you to stop.
Now you must join your brethren back down where you belong,” the priest stated
in his slow, sleepy-like demeanor.
“What? Father is this some sort of joke?!” Roger realized it was not and
dashed to the bathroom, slamming the door behind him.
The woman began screaming and crying, body trembling in panic and fear.
“Stay where you are,” the priest ordered. He walked to the bathroom door and
slid a credit card in between doorknob and doorframe. He threw the door open
and Roger came bulling through, knocking the priest out of his way. As he ran
for the open bedroom door, a whoosh-whoosh split the air, followed by a sharp,
heavy thud as the cleaver caught him in the back. The lady screamed in petrified
terror.
The priest shrugged. Nothing the neighbors haven’t been hearing already.
He walked over, yanked the cleaver from Roger’s back and began chopping
up the young murderer limb by limb. “I warned you Roger,” he muttered to
himself, panting in quick, tired breaths. “I told you...to shut down...the clinic. Only
God can decide...life and death. And now...you go...to join your master...in Hell.”
The cleaver crashed down one more time, severing head from body.
The female sat silent now having scared away her ability to think. The priest
then lay down his cleaver and pulled out his Bible. He read a few passages from
Deuteronomy and sprinkled some Holy water on his victim, muttering a prayer.
He then cleaned off his cleaver with the bed sheets and returned it to the bowling
ball case. The priest removed his lab apron, dumping it to the floor and went into
the bathroom to wipe off his face and hands. The woman saw him emerge from
the bathroom, appearing quite pleased with himself.

“One less agent of Satan. It’s a constant battle young lady...and we must
recognize our enemies when we see them.” The young lady nodded fervently,
realizing she could yet live tonight. The priest grabbed his bag and left the room.
As the woman listened hopefully, she didn’t hear footsteps in the hallway, but
rather, a zipper being unzipped. She screamed as he walked back in the room
and stuck the cleaver in the split-middle of her forehead.
“Lust is the Devil’s greatest ally.”
***
Pearl half-walked and half-skipped down the street from the bus stop. Her
heart was full, bubbling over and about to burst with love. She had the most
wonderful guy who was cool and really nice, which was really all she could ask
for at Saint Christopher’s. The school was full of horny assholes and religious
freaks. She went there because her father made her, despite her every attempt
to dissuade him. But, all of a sudden, school wasn’t so bad since she had met
Eli. He was sweet, interesting and incredibly handsome. They had been dating
for five and a half months now, unbeknownst to her father, and she couldn’t wait
to give herself to him for their half-year anniversary. She hummed aloud some
tune from Gone with the Wind as she played images of Eli naked over and over
again in her head.
***
Pearl sprinted down the moonlit street to her house. Her face was streaked
with tears, eye shadow bleeding from her eyes. She tripped and fell, pavement
scraping her knees and palms, collecting bits of skin and droplets of blood. She
picked herself up and ran on, numb to the physical pain but exposed to the inner.
Finally reaching her small, brick-laid house, she burst through the front door and
ran up to her father’s bedroom. He was kneeling and praying to God. She knew
to never disturb his prayers but she couldn’t stop herself. She slid to the ground,
still oblivious to the scrapes on her knee, and into her father’s arms.
“Hey baby, what’s the matter?” She sobbed uncontrollably. “Shhh it’s okay
Daddy’s got you.” They sat like that for a couple minutes, father soothing
daughter, but yet, she couldn’t stop crying. “Pearl, you need to tell me what’s
going on. Don’t worry, I’m sure whatever happened can be righted with God’s
help.”
Pearl stuttered at first but suddenly it all came bursting out. “He dumped
me Dad. Eli dumped me. I know I haven’t told you about him but we’ve
been together for quite some time now and I really loved him. But
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night and today, all of a sudden...” she trailed off realizing what she had just said.
The priest clasped his daughter’s hands together and smiled, “That’s okay
honey, God will know how to rectify this situation. When I betrayed Him years ago
and you were born, He taught me a lesson so that I’d never forget.” He slid his
index finger over the stitched cloth covering his right eye, pausing as if in deep
thought. “Just a moment dear. You’ll be okay. God will know what to do.”
Pearl slowly stopped crying. Her father always knew how to comfort her. His
unwavering faith in God was admirable and his strength was contagious. She
stood up and went to the bathroom to wash the mascara and eye liner from her
face. As she splashed the cool water on her face and looked in the mirror, her
father stood there with his Bible in one hand and a can of gasoline in the other.
“Pearl. Listen close. God has spoken to me through His scripture and we
will proceed with rectifying your sins. Please, come back in here and sit down.”
Pearl went back into his bedroom and sat in the large, wing-backed chair that sat
against the wall. Her father pulled out his Bible and began to read. After about
five minutes or so of reading aloud, he concluded, “And in Leviticus 21:9 God
says, ‘A priest’s daughter who loses her honor by committing fornication and
thereby dishonors her father also, shall be burned to death.” The priest opened
the can of gasoline and dumped it on his daughter’s head. She screamed
in fear and pain as the gasoline soaked into her open wounds. He struck a
match, repeating again, “A priest’s daughter who loses her honor by committing
fornication and thereby dishonors her father also, shall be burned to death.” With
that, he tossed the match on Pearl and watched as she writhed and burnt.
The Devil’s agents are everywhere.

the raven and the willow
KaLauren McMillan
The raven perches, precariously hanging
Clinging to the oak branch in hollowed need
Her wings are clipped with acrid scissors
Missing, so many scars adorning the feathers
Soaring, a passing fancy, but not reaching
And the sky has darkened to pitch and not
The clouds are so stifling as they encroach
Beating, she moves, toward the willow to hold
Sweet leaves hold the musette closer
The wings are not broken, all will mend
The wings stretch out, toward the stars
And flutter with purpose as she takes off
So many feathers were lost to the ebon
Too many dreams left to the ether
And blood stains the unyeilding ground
Yet the darkest of nights will always recede
In the light of a heart that is fixed with need
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the albatross
Yvonne Kao
It was certain it was the oldest bird in the world. And judging by the amount of
time it took to peruse the depthless vault of its memories...that must be very old
indeed.
It was a creature of open spaces, both the sky and the sea, living on and
above the perennial waves sometimes for years without setting foot on—or
seeing—dry land. The world itself in all its entirety was its home, the sky its
house, the sea its berth, its haven of peace. For as long as it could remember,
it would glide above the crashing waves with nothing but nature’s song for
company. Week after week, year after year, it glided on enormous wings on an
endless journey around the earth, stopping only rarely to feed, even more rarely
to rest, and always alone.
With the greatest wingspan of all things aviary, it was only when the air
currents on which it soared were still that it would need to come down to rest
upon the sea’s face, waiting for the winds to grow strong enough to carry it aloft
once more. During this time, it would take advantage of its imminent landing to
feast upon squid and other small sea creatures. And it was in this way that its
lonely, isolated life was changed forever.
It seemed but a little thing at first. And indeed, a little thing it turned out to be.
One day, on a day much the same as countless others, the Albatross was flying
quickly above the sea’s face, preparing to dive deep in search of sustenance,
when it spotted a most remarkable oddity creating an unbecoming disturbance of
frantic splashes in the sea’s otherwise ordinary surface.
Its curiosity piqued, the great, white bird drifted down closer to the commotion,
wondering what in the world the strange little blobby creature could possibly be
doing.
Creating a racket was its first conclusion. Whatever was flailing about in the
cold spring-season waters clearly wasn’t happy to be there. Then it noticed a
startling number of small, fluffy bits floating around the source of the splashing.
Natal down.
Now concerned, the Albatross glided even closer and the shrill cries took
on the unmistakable tones of desperation and terror. But not for much longer.
Already, the cries were getting weaker, the frantic splashing slowing as the
chick—for it was undoubtedly a bird of some kind—ran out of terror-fueled
strength and began to sink.
All of a sudden, the chick looked up directly at it, and their eyes locked. What
the Albatross saw in those eyes stunned it and shook it from a detachment
heretofore unbroken by anything; the chick’s eyes were the color of sunlight,
strangely bright and fiercely determined. The little bird let out one last soft, almost
demanding cheep! before the hungry waves at last closed over its head.

Moved by pity—and some other emotion it couldn’t name—the ancient
seabird decided it couldn’t let this particular small life be claimed by the sea
and swooped down toward the tiny air bubbles still visible from above. The
Albatross’s long yellow bill opened as it completed its dive, and it scooped the
tiny chick up into the safety of its maw. Careful not to close its bill and crush the
chick, the Albatross then pumped its great wings once, and the thermals lifted it
back up into the sky.
It flew its shivering little burden up to the heights of the great cliffs at the
edge of the shoreline. There it found a flock of excitable seagulls, who were all
too willing to take in the lone chick at its request, despite the fact that the chick
did not look a thing like any of the loud, noisy gulls. Upon closer inspection, the
Albatross could tell only two things: that the soggy little bundle was male and
that he was some kind of raptor, a bird of prey and not a seabird at all, neither in
looks nor in manner.
He simply did not have the same flippant attitude as most of his new family.
No, the air about the rescued chick was far more serious, almost grave, and
the Albatross remembered the strange, burning intelligence it had seen in his
round, lambent eyes. The chick still had not spoken; he merely continued to
stare unwaveringly at his savior, making the seafaring bird more than a little
uncomfortable.
Its discomfort was compounded when the flock of gulls insisted that it stay
as one of the guests of honor for a party celebrating both the new chick and its
coming.
“Oh, please, great lord!” they cried. “Please grant us the honor and blessing of
the Albatross! Please!”
Reluctantly, the great Albatross agreed to the request, consenting to remain
until the feast’s end. Its single nod seemed to be the signal to bring forth all
manner of fishy morsels, and the air filled with clouds of random prattle. Given
an exalted place of honor on a high rock and a little disoriented from the feel of
solid land under its feet for the first time in years, the Albatross paid little attention
to its hosts, the smaller birds’ incessant chatter floating past, the only interesting
characteristic being the strange words and phrasings used—things the Albatross
had never heard before. It listened with growing interest and confusion as the
babbling carried on. It wasn’t until a few of the elders nudged forward the newly
adopted chick that it broke from its reverie.
Now dry, downy feathers fluffed in suppressed excitement, the chick looked
up at it, hero-worship suffusing his twin sun eyes, and attempted to bow...and fell
flat on his face in a way that the Albatross was certain was not good for such a
prominent beak. “Oh, gweat Lord,” the chick exclaimed in a high-pitched cheep
that set the Albatross’s pinions on edge, “pwease grant us some of your infw...
infino...inferno, no...er...gweat, gweat wisdom!”
Perhaps it had overestimated the chick’s intelligence, for all the sense
that entreaty made. It took a moment for the Albatross to decipher
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delivered—request. Then comprehension dawned. It was actually quite simple;
they wanted a speech. What wasn’t so simple to accept was that the Albatross
rarely spoke at all, so rarely in fact, that it could not remember the sound of
its own voice. And formulating sentences in this strange modern speech was
another problem entirely. But the poor chick looked so hopeful that the Albatross
could not refuse.
The Albatross moistened its suddenly dry throat. When was the last time it
had said anything? It opened its great bill. “Hearken to me,” it began, its own
lucent, aurulent gaze sweeping across the gathering. Its voice was deep and
ponderous, like the slow, deteriorating majesty of a mountain. By contrast, the
excitement emanating from the hushed whispers of its audience was almost
palpable, and the Albatross felt some of that excitement finally begin to affect
it, as well. “My kin, to these words thine ears attest...” Intending to speak at
great lengths about the ways of the world and the fickle flight of time itself, the
Albatross instead stopped abruptly when it caught sight of the glazed eyes and
confused expressions.
They couldn’t understand it, it realized. Its manner of speech was as foreign
sounding to them as theirs was to it. The Albatross could not remember changing
its way of speech, not in all the years of its lifetime. It remembered a time when
everything spoke as it did. But it seemed that now the Albatross had left the
years, those halcyon, familiar days, behind and gone on to a new place. Or was it
the other way around? Had Time flown past the Albatross, while it soared above
the world, oblivious to everything that passed beneath it? There was only one
possible answer for that, if the increasingly bemused and somnolent expressions
of the gulls were anything to consider. It seemed indeed that even Time itself had
moved on and left the Albatross alone in its wake, ignorant of the years that had
rolled endlessly by, not unlike the never-ending onslaught of waves beneath its
wings as it had soared across the vast ocean.
Troubled, it stared across the years, seeing other places, other times it had
once known, and wondered when it had last seen another albatross. It wasn’t
something it had considered in a long time. They were solitary birds by nature.
And yet, it had flown countless times around the world for many years now,
and never seen any physical mirrors. So many other types of birds had specific
homes and other winged kinfolk. Why did it not? Why did it wander the world
aimlessly? Why did it never see any of its brethren? Why did it have neither nest
nor family nor friends to return to? Why was it all alone?
The Albatross shook its head at its own melancholy ruminations. Such
thoughts were ludicrous. It had had no need of such things before, so why
should it bother it now? And what would one call a group of albatrosses anyway,
it wondered idly, still trying to recall when last it had seen one of its own kind. A
flock? A gaggle? A murmuration? A swarm? The Albatross cringed. It didn’t like
the sound of that last one at all.
It would find answers to all its questions, the Albatross decided. But later.
Now was not the time for such thoughts or displays. Instead of a long-winded

speech about life, the Albatross simply thanked its hosts (it took several variously
phrased, repeated tries to get its point across) and entreated them to look after
their new ward. Said new little ward spent the entire day at the older bird’s feet,
relentlessly bouncing questions off it and almost forgetting to eat. The Albatross
tried its best to answer the young one’s inquiries, but communication between
them was difficult. Still the chick persisted, and despite itself, the Albatross
marveled at his youthful tenacity and the mere fact that he would ask questions
at all. So few birds were interested in anything beyond the next meal or mating.
Yet this little one seemed more curious about virtually everything else, and the
Albatross could not help but get caught up in the young one’s enthusiasm. Of
their own accord, its own questions pervaded its mind, demanding answers,
giving it no respite from the insidious wonderings and leaving it increasingly
troubled.
After the celebration was over, the Albatross departed, its great, black-winged
white body throwing an enormous shadow over the surf as it glided away. The
light of the setting sun glimmered sullenly behind it, throwing thousands of starlike coruscations across the water. Drifting on locked wings, it set out in search of
other albatrosses that could perhaps answer its questions.
***
The sun came and went many times, as did the moon, each bound to an
endless cycle, but the Albatross took no notice, too lost in its own inner world.
Ever since it had rescued that query-filled chick, the Albatross’s mind had
been plagued with questions. This time, the ancient seabird had been wondering
what sort of cry its kind made. It seemed every bird had its own specific cry but it.
Pigeons crooned. Owls hooted. Ravens cawed. Cuckoos clucked. Nightingales
sang. Finches warbled. Geese honked. Even chicks cheeped. But what did
albatrosses do?
Before it could attempt any tests concerning its unknown cry, a strange, dark
blot appeared on the horizon, a blot like nothing the Albatross had ever seen
before. Intrigued, it changed its flight angle just enough so that the two of them
were moving towards one another. The cloudbank was thick that day, obscuring
its view of everything around it. To see the now close and rather large shape
clearly, the Albatross would need to fly much closer to it than mere curiosity
warranted. It did so anyway.
Once close enough to make out details even through the enshrouding bank
of fog, the Albatross could not help but stare. It had been a long time since it
had seen any of the Wingless Ones’ misshapen, floating trees. Normally, the
Albatross kept far away from the places where the Wingless Ones dwelt. Against
its better judgment, it drifted in for a closer look, and was instantly spotted by one
of the strangely feathered creatures.
“Look there!” a blunt, narrow pink thing—much like a suckerless squid
tentacle—extended itself in the Albatrosses direction. “By God, is that
a gull? No, it can’t be...I’ve never seen a gull that big...well, I don’t
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any left!”
All eyes turned up toward the Albatross, hovering silently above.
“The cursed bird,” one of the Wingless Ones whispered. Its voice rose to a
wail. “This is a sign—we’re to be punished for our dealings in smuggling! I’ve
heard legends about how the appearance of an albatross is the promise of
disasters and misfortune! We’ll not live to see land again! All is lost!”
“Not if we kill it first!” another of the Wingless Ones, a particularly small one
this time, rushed forward, frantically clutching a long, grey implement of some
sort.
“No!” another one shouted, diving for the strange, elongated, dull-grey object
the other held. “Leave it alone! I’ve heard it’s worse luck to kill them! You’ll bring
its cursed wrath down upon us for certain!”
But it was too late.
There was a loud bang, and a searing pain erupted in the Albatross’ left wing.
The wing buckled, and it plummeted towards the merciless sea. In agony, it let
out a cry, its first in many, many years.
To the collective horror of Wingless Ones and Winged One, what emerged
from the Albatross’ throat was not the sweet warble of a nightingale, nor the light
treble of a wren, but a long, plangent cry, almost a keening sound, which tolled
like a death knell across the waves. Then the Albatross hit the water.
The shocking cold cleared its pain-fogged mind, and it tried desperately to flap
its wings and break free of the sea’s treacherous hold, but searing pain ripped
through its right wing, revealing the location of the injury and making it cry out
again. This time the sound was lost, however, in the watery depths that sought to
swallow it.
It was going to die. The realization flashed like the illumination of lightning. Its
injured wing had not even the strength to lift it clear of what was rapidly becoming
its grave, let alone carry it in flight. Briefly, the Albatross reflected on the irony of
a seabird being killed by the sea. Then it wondered if it really mattered at all, its
death. Mayhap not. After all, what had its life mattered? Not much. And it stood to
reason that if that had not been of any importance, then why should its opposite
be any different? No, it would die—drowned in its own home—though that hardly
mattered either. And perhaps it was better this way...
The Albatross was just coming to terms with its defeat when suddenly the
water churned around it and some very sharp...things...lodged themselves
around its battered body, pricking uncomfortably as they squeezed away its
remaining store of air.
Shortly, it felt itself being moved—it was impossible to tell which direction in
the black void—before the sucking water broke away and light blinded the world.
Blinking its stinging, saltwater-filled eyes, it dangled dazedly in the grip of the
sharp things—talons?—remaining limp even as the churning waves fell away
beneath it, slowly receding into the distance.
A fully-grown bird having to be carried in flight was even more ironic than a
seabird drowning, it decided. Trying to ignore the agonizing pain in its wing, the

Albatross craned its neck around to see exactly what had hold of it. Obviously, it
was another bird, but why would someone go to the trouble of rescuing it? More
to the point, how had it managed it? It couldn’t be a seabird—there were none
big enough or strong enough to carry a bird the Albatross’s size. And the shadow
above the Albatross was enormous; plus, the sound of its great wings slicing
through the air with powerful strokes was something no seagull could ever hope
to match.
Almost blinded the sun’s glare, the Albatross could only make out a strangely
bird-shaped radiance of golden brown. For a moment, it wondered wildly if
somehow the sun had taken physical form and come down from the end of
the sky to rescue the mired bird from its plight, before dismissing this as an
impossible absurdity. But then what...?
The great bird looked down abruptly, and the Albatross’s eyes widened in
unabashed shock, a frisson of recognition running through it as bright, sungolden eyes locked with its own.
The chick it had once rescued—now grown into a magnificent golden eagle—
crooked his head down at the Albatross, those hauntingly familiar aureate eyes
glittering in amusement.
“Well, isn’t this familiar,” the great bird murmured and not in the high-pitched,
cheeping voice it remembered. “But how our positions are reversed now, eh?”
The protruding mounds of land were looming in the distance now. “Just hang
tight,” its rescuer said, still sounding far too amused, “we’ll reach a place where
you can recover soon...though I think you might be a bit too old to be considered
for adoption...not that you would want to, where we’re going.”
The Albatross decided it had been wrong. The sea’s water wouldn’t drown it,
but the irony saturating its situation just might do the job instead.
***
The Albatross hunched in unabated misery, reflecting dourly on its present
predicament and how it had wound up in what had to be the vilest, most dissolute
place it had ever seen in its long, interminable existence.
With the injury to its wing, the old bird could no longer fly quite so effortlessly.
It had been forced to languish in the first nest of birds its rescuer could find and
had been grounded ever since.
The cuckoos had not welcomed the Albatross. The moment it had settled
in their midst, deposited there by the great eagle, the fat, clucky birds had
surrounded it, suspicion gleaming in their beady eyes. Instantly, they had begun
pecking at it and bombarding it with questions in semi-lucid voices.
The lack of awe and groveling was almost refreshing to the weary and injured
Albatross. Almost.
“Who’se is you’se?”
“Wha’cha want?”
“Is you’se after our kernels?”
The Albatross, quite horrified at the thought of ingesting the
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hastened to reassure the dim-witted birds (although calling them birds was a bit
of a stretch in its opinion) that it had no interest in consuming their...food.
“Methinks I wilt make do with naught but water,” it managed, shuddering in
revulsion.
The cuckoos obviously didn’t understand its archaic way of speaking—but
who did nowadays?—yet after several tense moments of deliberation—moments
in which the Albatross made no further movement—they seemed satisfied that it
wasn’t after their feed.
Time passed, the Albatross did not know how much. The golden eagle who
had rescued it had vanished. After dropping it unceremoniously, but carefully,
in this cuckoo-infested place, the eagle had promptly departed, saying he had
urgent business to attend to. Still, he had entreated the seabird to wait for his
return, and since the Albatross was currently landbound, it had little choice but to
comply.
Its wing mended, but was still too stiff and sore to be of any real use, and so it
found itself forced to continue its wait in this infernal morass. Later, it discovered
that it was recuperating in the territory of some landfaring Wingless Ones.
While this provided a perfect opportunity for the Albatross to witness yet more
aggressive acts against birds, it was always careful to stay hidden in the gorse
just beyond the cuckoos’ odious wooden abode. Its rather negative feelings were
culminated during the slaughter of one of the fattest cuckoos. Quite simply, the
Wingless Ones came, grabbed the hapless bird by the neck, carried it over to a
grisly block, and parted its head from its body with one chop of a blood-stained
talon of some kind.
The Albatross watched in horror from its place of concealment as the now
headless bird—which was still moving by the way—was plucked, disemboweled,
roasted, and eaten, all with the methodical precision of a pack of predators.
The other cuckoos began milling about agitatedly, and at first the Albatross
thought that the loss of their comrade was upsetting them. It soon discovered it
was wrong.
“Silence, you backwards savages!” a familiar voice boomed.
The effect was instantaneous. The Albatross honestly couldn’t blame the
cuckoos as they ceased milling about and dove for cover, for at that moment, the
enormous golden raptor descended from the treetops of the nearby forest and
landed on the fence directly in front of the Albatross.
He regarded the Albatross steadily for a few minutes. Then in that loud, strong
voice, he asked cheerfully, “Well, have you had enough yet?”
“I beg thy pardon,” the Albatross said in shock. Birds were certainly rude in
this area. It wasn’t certain that the eagle was from around here, yet still! What
had happened to the polite, respectful young chick it had once known? Perhaps it
had something to do with living on solid land.
“I asked if you’ve had enough yet,” the eagle repeated, “of living amongst the
squalor of these sorry excuses for fowl.”
“The cuckoos are not such terrible company,” the Albatross said defensively.

That was a blatant lie, but it certainly wasn’t going to admit that to this youngster.
For some reason, the eagle’s amusement—no doubt derived at its expense—
irritated the Albatross profoundly. And that was not an emotion it had felt in a
very, very long time. Just like last time, this sun-struck bird proved to have a
prodigious gift for awakening emotions the elderly bird had thought long dead.
Another disturbing revelation. “And thou wert the one who left me here in the first
place!” it finished sourly.
“Chickens,” the eagle corrected grimly, ignoring this last complaint. “They’re
called chickens. The most base and degenerate of creatures—they’ve regressed
so far they can’t even fly. Most can’t even remember their own names after a few
minutes. They live in a world of constants: eat feed, lay eggs, sleep, eat more
feed, get slaughtered, get eaten...”
The Albatross shuddered, remembering all too well the fate of that one
particularly fat cuc...er...chicken. It glared at the other bird in annoyance. “Then
I wouldst ask why didst thou choose to leave me here? Did it not occur to thee I
might end up slaughtered and eaten as well?”
“Not really, unless you’re implying you look like a chicken.” The young eagle
dismissed the barnyard’s inhabitants—and the Albatross’s withering glare—
with a flick of its golden-brown tail feathers. “In fact, I’d say we’ve come full
circle. Speaking of which, it looks to me like your wing’s healed. Good. Now we
can get out of this stinking pit. Unless, of course, you want to stay and end up
rotisseried?” The eagle regarded the Albatross with a fiercely determined—and
slightly goading—look in its bright golden eyes, and the Albatross was suddenly
reminded of that drowning chick with the same unwavering stare.
Its heart beginning to beat inexplicably quickly, the Albatross asked in
bewilderment, “Whither?” Although it though it wouldn’t particularly matter as long
as it was away from this place, it found that somehow the other bird’s answer
was strangely important to it.
The eagle winced. “Where,” he corrected, looking pained. “My friend, this is
the twenty-first century; you’re going to need to learn some modern language.”
Then he laughed. “And I wouldn’t worry so much about where as who, if I
were you.” He grinned mischievously. “I left my seagull family to start a flock of
homeless, misfit orphans just like me. I found a beautiful island with everything
a bird could possibly need, and that’s where I’ve been taking those who want to
have a home, a place to belong to. Although,” he added, looking thoughtful, “I do
believe there are some chicks there that need looking after. They tend to stray
too close to the water, and there are not many great seabirds around to save
them from their folly.”
The Albatross stared at the crazy eagle for a moment, trying to keep up
with the golden bird’s dizzying onslaught of words—it was still unused to this
strange, clipped way of speaking (something the chickens’ all but incoherent
ramblings had not helped with)—before the import of his words fully
sank in, and it realized what the eagle was talking about...and
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searching for, longing for these very things? All the years of restless flight and
fruitless searching, and now the cure to its aching loneliness was being offered
to it. It came from a most unusual bird, but it was a chance, nonetheless. And
the Albatross admitted it secretly enjoyed the eagle’s irrepressible company.
Something about the great golden bird made the world seem brighter just by him
being there.
“Well,” the eagle demanded. “Are you coming?”
“And if I do? What meaneth that?” the Albatross inquired, not at all certain
about how this family idea worked.
The eagle blinked his round, aureate eyes at it. “That we’re now friends, of
course. Birds of a feather. Brothers in wings. Take your pick.” He laughed loudly
and launched himself into the air, careening about in a series of dizzy loops and
plunging dives, clearly reveling in the joy of life.
The Albatross stared at its new, self-proclaimed friend and wing-brother. And
then his infectious mirth bubbled over to encompass it, and for the first time ever,
the Albatross laughed, half in exasperation and half in anticipation. It spread its
great wings, and one mighty flap brought it up next to the soaring eagle who
crowed in delight and sped off toward the horizon, the Albatross following close
behind.
The two new friends sped recklessly through the air, heading for the home
that awaited them, both lords of the sky gasping and laughing like younglings.
The self-imposed restrictions of countless years fell away, and unable to contain
itself, the Albatross laughed until it cried, tears scattering in the wind like a storm
of falling stars.

crush
Derika Wilson
One... Two... Three...Four... the elevator opens for another passenger as the
anticipation grows stronger. Five... Six... Again? Why couldn’t they have walked
up two flights of stairs? Seven, finally. The elevator door opened just long
enough for her to maneuver her way out pushing a rusted IMED pole with a PCA
pump attached and a gurney that supported the weight of a physically distressed
patient. Every five minutes, like clockwork, he would press the button to release
a small amount of the controlled substance into his veins to relieve the pain. A
fractured collar bone, broken ribs, leg, and arm had landed him on the orthopedic
floor, the place where the crush begins.
K.J. was a very charming, intelligent, and attractive female according to the
whispers that traveled like wind around the hospital. She always knew the right
things to say; flattery was her specialty. Words were an art for her; she could
paint pretty pictures with her vocabulary alone. She never met a stranger,
everyone knew her, and many would say “she’s quite a people person.” She was
about 5 feet 5 inches tall. Her skin looked like a chestnut roasted on an open
fire. Her hair was intertwined like thick pieces of yarn and saturated with the
juices of mango and lime. Her strong facial bone structure along with her athletic
build complemented her dominance, something that she had inherited from her
father. She was always interested in the “thrill of the chase”; it boosted her selfesteem to seize and devour her prey. Even though her veins overflowed with
confidence like a cup running over, she still needed some assurance to overcome
the doubt that someone could truly love her. She liked attention.
Even on the days when K.J. wasn’t assigned to take a patient for x-rays or
testing, she still found herself pushing the button to go up to the 7th floor, the
orthopedic floor. As she watched the numbers change on the counter, her palms
began to sweat and her heart began to race like a horse. The closer the elevator
got to seven, the more anxious she began to feel. It was like the feeling you
got the night before your first day of school. She had only seen her once from
a distance the day she had transported the patient back to his room. But once
wasn’t enough, she was starving for another glimpse of this beautiful silhouette.
When the elevator door opened, she stepped out as if she was stepping into a
different world. The door closed. She neatly tucked her shirt into her scrub pants
and ran her fingers through those intertwined pieces of yarn to detangle them.
She reached into her pocket and pulled out a piece of spearmint gum. Before
she turned the corner to walk the straight and narrow path towards the nurse’s
station, she took out a piece of paper, wrote down her telephone number, and
stuck it in her pocket.
There she was, walking towards the opposite end of the hallway
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swaying to the left and right like a tree blowing in the wind. She had a chart
in her hands so she must have been going to assess a patient. “I wish I was
her patient. I’m in need of some medical attention” K.J. thought to herself as
she watched the silhouette disappear into room 709. She didn’t want to look
so obvious so she walked the entire perimeter of the floor gathering equipment
that the other transporters had left behind. She even shot the breeze with a few
people just to pass time. She hoped that she would bump into this silhouette
coincidently, but unfortunately she didn’t get another glimpse of her that day.
“What is her name?” This question played over and over in her head as she
waited for the elevator to take her down from this high. She reached into her
pocket, pulled out the piece of paper on which she had written her number, and
threw it in the trashcan. Mission aborted.
She had just completed a job on the fifth floor; her patient was safely back
in her room, she washed her hands, and proceeded to dial into the system to
pick up her next assignment. Five... Six... Seven; she stepped off the elevator
with her trip tickets in her hand. She had been assigned a job that required two
transporters, she was the second. It was the first transporter’s job to bring any
equipment needed to transport the patient so while she waited, she stood against
the wall and fidgeted with the tickets. Laughter, from a distance, interrupted
her thoughts. She looked up and there she was, the silhouette, walking like
she was walking in her direction. The illumination from the ceiling gleamed
on her caramel complexion like a spot light. Her smile was gracious and her
teeth looked as if they had been bleached. She wore white scrub pants that fit
comfortably on her legs and a teal uniform shirt unbuttoned to expose the closefitted t-shirt. Her hair was pinned up which allowed K.J. to see the definitions of
her face. Her steps came closer; she could read her name tag: Alexis Smith. The
sweet scent of her became stronger and as she walked by she said, “Hey K.J.”
Before melting like a piece of chocolate, she said “hey” and wondered “How
does she know my name?” Maybe she had seen her name tag or maybe she
had been inquiring about her for some particular reason. Remember, K.J. was a
very charming, intelligent, and attractive female. Game on.
It was the weekend and all K.J. could think about was Alexis. She didn’t know
her schedule, therefore, she didn’t know if she had the weekend off as well. She
was feeling some type of way; she was actually missing her but how? How do
you miss something that you never had? To pass time, she signed on to her
desktop and navigated to MySpace. Her inbox was full of messages from her
“fan club” and the attention she received was quite overwhelming. It seemed
everyone wanted to get to know her, she was popular by demand. She had
females arguing over her; they all wanted to be her MySpace girlfriend but it was
all just for fun to her. After about an hour of entertaining the “I would like to get
to know you” messages, she placed her pointer on the search box and typed
in the first name: Alexis, last name: Smith and clicked enter. There she was on
MySpace and K.J. was determined to have her in her space. Friend request sent.
The next day, she checked to see if her friend request had been accepted.

She began to get impatient and part of her started to feel like maybe it was a
mistake. One thing she didn’t like was rejection. Who does? She decided to
go hang out for awhile to take her mind off Alexis. It was Sunday afternoon, the
weather was calm, and the sun was shining bright. K.J. spread a blanket on top
of the green grass, put her headphones on, lay down, and closed her eyes. It
was peaceful, soothing to her soul. While she lay there, she thought about her
life. She thought about her “fan club” and how they only knew what was on the
outside of her. They never asked her what her dreams were or what makes her
smile or what made her laugh or what made her cry. All they were interested
in was having a trophy, the best looking stud. Two hours had passed, the wind
had gotten cool, and so K. J. packed up her blanket and drove home. Despite
the fact that she was anticipating a reply, she hated rejection. She showered, ate
dinner, and relaxed before signing on to see her fate. Friend request accepted.
Alexis not only accepted her friend request but she also wrote her a message
which included her telephone number. The message stated: “Oh hey! How
are you? Don’t we work at the same hospital? How did you know this was me
considering my profile picture doesn’t show my face? I’m pretty sure there are
many Alexis Smiths.” At the end of the message, there was a winking emoticon.
K.J. giggled. Could she possibly be flirting? She clicked on the reply button and
typed “I’m fine and yes we do work at the same hospital. I haven’t seen you
around lately? You hiding from me? By the way, I can recognize you from any
angle.” She didn’t want to seem desperate so she waited a few days before
she called. Alexis was totally different from any other female she had talked to.
She was real, she was honest, and she could speak in complete sentences with
correct grammar. In one of the conversations, K.J. decided to spill the beans
and tell her about her sexual preference but she already knew. She said she had
heard it through the grapevine but it didn’t bother her because her sister was a
lesbian as well. She wasn’t judgmental and that made K.J. like her even more
regardless of the fact she was dating a guy.
A month passed and things changed. Alexis no longer worked at the hospital
where she first stole K.J.’s heart. She was offered a job in another location but
they continued to keep in touch by phone and MySpace. One day K.J. received
a message in her inbox from Alexis. It was an invitation to a family cookout. She
was excited because she had never seen her outside of work but she was even
more excited because she was invited. She messaged her back and accepted
the invite. About 15 minutes after that, the phone rang, Alexis. “Are you really
going to come?” she asked. “Yes but I’m kind of nervous. What will your family
think about me? You know everyone always assumes I am lesbian because of
my style of dress. Khaki cargo shorts, polo shirt, and tennis shoes.” “Don’t worry
about that. My family will be fine” said Alexis. “Well, ok. What’s the address?”
The food was delicious! Alexis’s family seemed pretty cool. They didn’t sit
and stare as if they were trying to figure out if she was a male or female.
She felt like she was right where she belonged. She couldn’t stop
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Alexis staring at her a couple of times as well; she started to blush. There was
definitely some type of chemistry going on between the two of them. Could it
be that Alexis had an attraction for her after all? It was getting late. K.J. asked
Alexis to walk her out. She said “good bye” and “thank you for welcoming me
into your home.” They walked out of the door, Alexis in front. Once they got to
K.J.’s car, they both seemed to be very nervous. Alexis hugged her and just as
they pulled away, she kissed her on her cheek. Curiosity will definitely kill the
cat. One... Two... Three... Four... Five... Six... Seven. The elevator door opened
but only this time it was to K.J.’s heart.

how to let go
Alice Setzer
“The Lord is my shepherd, I shall not want,” I read to the man lying in the
hospital bed. The room is somberly quiet despite the handful of people who
had come to say goodbye. Years of disease have turned him into a shell, but I
still picture him as he was thirty years ago. In his prime, he was breathtakingly
handsome, slim and strong, but on the inside he was scarred from abject poverty
and abuse. Throughout his life he was powered by deep integrity and profound
intelligence. When he was six years old, he watched his father lose his battle
with asthma. I’ve had him 35 years longer, but I feel just like that six year old right
now. I want more time.
I look around the room and the faces are cheerless and fraught with anxiety.
Why is there this predetermined tone in the hours before one dies? Social
convention dictates we mourn death, but Dad is not dead yet. I stop reading.
“Hey, Dad, do you remember when you caught that pregnant fish?” I ask him.
“I remember you felt bad about killing her so you placed her eggs in a bucket of
lake water hoping they would hatch. You joked about the possibility of having a
bucketful of babies. You said if they hatched you’d have to put them back in the
lake.”
Behind the oxygen tubes, Dad smiles and he turns to look at me.
“You said it would make you lose your best fishing spot because you couldn’t
take the chance of catching them again.”
His voice is weary, “Yes, I remember. But they didn’t hatch and I got to keep
that fishing spot.”
“Yea, Charles, I remember that,” says Randy, his fishing buddy. “I got a little
worried there when you told me what you were planning. Didn’t know how I was
gonna break it to you that I wasn’t giving up that spot.” He chuckles and says,
“Never have been able to eat caviar since!”
I lean in close and whisper to him, “Thank you for teaching me compassion.”
It’s not long before his friends begin sharing their stories and the room’s chill
is replaced with the warmth of fellowship. After his friends leave, Dad is more
upbeat, but he is exhausted. I speak to Mom for a few minutes, gather my things
and go to his bedside.
“I’m glad you had a good day, Dad. I’m gonna run home, but I’ll be back in the
morning.”
“Sit down, Susan.” He pats the bed and I sit down beside him.
“Now don’t go chasing all the nurses tonight while we’re gone, Dad. We don’t
need their husbands coming up here to complain!”
“I thought I’d stay the night with you, Charles,” Mom says. “Just in case
you need anything.”
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nurses.” He winks at her, “What in the hell is a dying man going to be able to do?”
“Come on, Dad. Mom should stay to protect them and you aren’t dead yet.”
“I’ll be back in a minute, Charles. I’m going to get me some water. Do you
need anything?” Mom asks as she walks toward the door.
He shakes his head no. When I turn to hug him, he holds me back and looks
at me.
“I know what you did today.”
There’s something about a father that can elicit guilt from the guiltless.
“What?” I ask, trying to sound innocent.
“Your mother and I had them put a DNR order in my file. I know you are trying
to give me reasons to want to live, but I’m tired of fighting to live just so I can live
to fight.”
Why? Why would he do that? What about us? His grandkids? They need
him.... I need him.
I know what is coming; I fight back the tears and say, “Don’t talk like that.
You’re going to get better. Just keep thinking positive thoughts.”
He lies back on the pillow, shaking his head. I stop and really look at him;
his hands, his face. I take his hand in mine. These hands taught me how to bait
my own hook and reload my own ammo. They rowed the canoe to his secret
fishing spot and showed me how to rebuild a carburetor. They were gentle when I
needed comfort and strong when I needed guiding. Now his hands are withered,
riddled with bruises; the thinnest layer of skin covering them. I look at his face.
He’s still a handsome man at 77. I can see that he is tired. I know my Dad.
Without purpose, he’d rather be dead. But I can’t live without him.
“We’ll talk tomorrow, Dad. Goodnight. Love ya.”
I kiss his forehead. I turn to leave and he says, “Remember my friend, John
Santo?”
I keep walking. I see Mom standing at the nurse’s station talking with the
respiratory therapist. I slow down, but I refuse to stop. I need to get out of here.
NOW.
“See you in the morning, Mom. Goodnight.”
“Okay. Drive safe.”
Blinking back the tears, I struggle to get my car unlocked. I throw myself in
and close the door leaving it all out there. But my car isn’t the safe haven I need
and white-knuckled, I wring the steering wheel until the pain makes me release
my grip.
“Yes, Dad, Yes! I remember John Santo,” I scream at the windshield. I knew
he would eventually bring up John and my promise, but I really thought there
would be more time.
* * * *
I was fourteen when Mr. and Mrs. John Santo moved in across the street. Mr.
Santo and Dad’s friendship was grounded by almost indistinguishable political
views. Dad was fiercely patriotic and strictly Republican. They would spend hours
discussing politics, religion, and philosophy. Dad intensely admired Mr. Santo; to

me he was a strange little man who never left his home.
In January of my tenth grade year, Mr. Santo was diagnosed with cancer. Not
long after that, I caught Dad sitting at his workbench in the garage, tears flowing
down his blank face. I went back into the house and acted like I hadn’t seen
anything, but it had affected me. I had seen Dad get choked up on Memorial
Day and Veterans Day when he talked about the sacrifices men and women had
made for our freedoms, but that was just Charles Wolff. Even his students had
heard his voice break as he read The Declaration of Independence. But I had
never seen my dad cry over anything.
By that summer, Mr. Santo’s health had deteriorated to the point where Dad
felt he needed help with his work; Mr. Santo had converted his basement into
a greenhouse and he grew annuals and perennials that he sold from his home.
Mrs. Santo worked long hours and couldn’t help her husband late at night and
their son lived too far away. Dad knew pride would never allow his friend to
accept charity, so Dad tricked him into hiring me. He told him I was saving up
to buy a new skateboard. I started work first thing that next Monday morning
clearing brush out of his backyard and by the summer’s end I was arm deep
in potting soil and compost. Later in October, Dad told me Hospice had been
brought in and Mr. Santo was not doing well. I told him I was sorry. And I was. I
never knew the details of his last hours, but I knew Dad was there. When Dad
was diagnosed with cancer, he sat down with me and told me the story of Mr.
Santo’s last days.
Mrs. Santo, consumed with her grief, stayed by her husband’s side refusing
to spend even the smallest amount of time away from him in fear he would lose
hope and die. She pleaded with him to fight and live for her and their son. Mr.
Santo told Dad he was ready to die, but he knew his death would cripple his wife
with grief and he didn’t want to hurt her.
“I couldn’t get his words out of my mind. I realized wanting him to live was
the best thing for us. At this point in John’s suffering, dying was the best thing
for him,” my Dad told me that afternoon. “He was hanging on to spare us pain.
He deserved peace, not guilt, so the next time I saw him I leaned over his bed
and told him, ‘John, thank you for being a remarkable husband and friend. Don’t
worry about your wife and son. I will take care of them. You have our permission
to let go. You have fought bravely, but your body is tired. I love you, my dear
friend and I will miss you greatly.’ ”
I stared at my father as he continued, “What I did, had to be done. We were
so caught up in our grief, we couldn’t see his need. Do you understand why?”
I could see John’s death still hurt him. I nodded my head. “I didn’t know, Dad...
I’m sorry about John.”
He looked at me and said, “Promise me that when I am dying you will not
hang on.”
“I promise,” I said.
* * * *
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consciousness. I know what Dad expects. I don’t know that I can do it. The next
morning I arrive at Restorative Care to find out Dad’s night had been difficult and
he was put on a morpheme drip for the pain. Faces pass through the day and
yesterday’s chill has returned to the room. Mom sits beside his bed talking about
the things they will do when he gets better and returns home. My sister prays for
God to heal him and strengthen his weakened body. I keep thinking about my
promise and begin to understand why he asked me to make it.
As the day gets later, I realize there is no more time. I talk Mom into going
home for the night and returning in the morning.
“You need to keep your strength up so you can take care of him when he
comes home,” I say. “They’ll call if anything happens.”
Mom tells Dad she will be back around 7 a.m. and kisses him goodnight. I
want to spend a few minutes alone with Dad, so I tell her I will meet her at the
car. The air in the room is dank and has a faint medicinal smell. A smell I will
always associate with this moment. I take his hand. Dad is so very still...
Oh No! NO! I’ve waited too long! My heart starts racing and I feel a faint
squeeze.
You know what you need to do. You can’t let him die without letting him know.
DO IT! NOW!
Images of us swirl in my heart and I shut out the pain. I lean down and
whisper, “Thank you... for my life.” My tears chase themselves along my face and
fall on his pillow. “Don’t worry about Mom. I will take care of her. It’s okay to let
go. I love you Daddy. I will miss you.” I look onto his colorless face, kissing his
cheek for the last time. A slight smile parts his lips. I know he has heard and he
understands.
The weight of all emotion anchors me there, but I break its hold and walk to
the door. Thunderous internal screams rattle my core as I reach for the handle.
I know if I turn around I will fall prostrate by his side and beg him to stay, plead
with him to fight. But that’s not how he taught me.
I lift my chin.
I open the door.
I take a deep breath.
I walk away without looking back.

